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ABSTRACT
Inhibition of return (IOR) refers to the finding that responses to previously
attended locations are slower than those to previously unattended locations. Despite over
30 years of research on IOR, there is still no consensus in the field regarding what the
underlying mechanism of this effect is. Although IOR is traditionally studied within
spatial cueing paradigms, this effect is thought to reflect a mechanism that facilitates
efficient visual search. The following studies explored the hypothesis that multiple
processes contribute to the IOR effect in visual search and examined whether these are
the same processes that result in IOR in cueing tasks. Both behavioral and
electrophysiological measures were used to investigate the response patterns and
processes underlying IOR in visual search, and subsequently examine those patterns and
processes in cueing-like situations. Chapter 2 explored the spatial distribution of IOR
within visual search using the N2pc and P1 ERP components. Chapter 3 investigated how
IOR is influenced by attentional manipulations to the visual search task. Chapter 4 used
the N2pc, P1, and Pd ERP components to examine the influence of priming and distractor
suppression on IOR in visual search, in an effort to link IOR-related findings from the
visual search and cueing literatures. Overall, the results demonstrated that IOR observed
in cueing studies does not appear to result from the same underlying processes as IOR
observed in visual search. This suggests that not only do multiple processes underlie the
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slowing of responses we refer to as IOR, but also that studies of IOR using cueing tasks
may not be informative for understanding the mechanisms of efficient visual search.
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CHAPTER 1
GENERAL INTRODUCTION
Inhibition of return (IOR) is an effect in which participants are slower to respond
to a previously attended location related to a previously unattended location (Posner &
Cohen, 1984; Posner, Rafal, Choate, & Vaughan, 1985). Despite over 30 years of
research on this effect, IOR is still heavily debated, and there is still no unified consensus
on what underlies this effect (e.g., Dukewich & Klein, 2015, Lupiáñez, Klein, &
Bartolomeo, 2006; Martín-Arévalo, Chica, & Lupiáñez, 2016). In terms of functional
significance, inhibition of return is usually thought to reflect a mechanism that facilitates
efficient visual search (Klein, 1988; Klein, 2000; Klein & MacInnes, 1999; Tipper,
Weaver, Watson, 1996). When searching for a target, it would be inefficient to return to
previously searched locations. Thus, a bias away from previously visited locations or
toward novel locations would facilitate finding the target more quickly. This bias is
thought to be reflected by IOR (Klein, 1988).
There are several existing hypotheses regarding IOR (Dukewich, 2009; Lupiáñez,
2010; Lupiáñez, Martín-Arévalo, & Chica, 2013; Pratt, Spalek, & Bradshaw, 1999; Satel,
Hilchey, Wang, Story, & Klein 2013; Taylor & Klein, 2000), and one of the differences
that separates some of these is whether IOR is conceptualized as a mechanism or as an
effect. When it is thought of as the mechanism itself, IOR becomes a phenomenon in
which this single mechanism must be able to explain all the findings regarding IOR. This
becomes problematic when considering how small changes to the task or paradigm can
1

drastically alter the results (e.g., Chica, Lupiáñez, & Bartolomeo, 2006; Lupiáñez, Milán,
Tornay, Madrid, & Tudela, 1997; Martín-Arévalo, Chica, & Lupiáñez, 2013; Oonk &
Abrams, 1998; Prime, Visser, & Ward, 2006). However, if IOR is thought of as an effect
(i.e., the slowing of response times), it is possible to conceptualize it as the net result of
contributions from multiple underlying processes. Discrepancies in the literature based on
minor paradigm changes are then much easier to explain, as different tasks and paradigms
may tap into different processes. The present work uses the latter approach to
conceptualize IOR as an effect that reflects contributions from multiple systems that may
all work together to promote efficient visual search.
Even though many attribute IOR to processes critical to visual search, IOR is
typically not studied in visual search paradigms. Traditionally, IOR has been studied
using spatial cueing paradigms in which a non-predictive peripheral cue is followed by a
target (cue-target paradigm). In this type of paradigm, trials are classified as either valid
or invalid (i.e., cued or uncued), depending on the position of the target relative to the
position of the cue (Posner & Cohen, 1984; Posner et al., 1985). Valid trials are those in
which the cue and target appeared at the same location, whereas invalid trials are those in
which the target appeared at a different location than the cue (see Figure 1.1). At
relatively shorts stimulus onset asynchronies (SOAs; < 200 ms), the time to detect the
target is faster at the cued relative to the uncued location (Posner & Cohen, 1984; Posner
et al., 1985). However, at longer SOAs (> 300 ms, depending on the paradigm),
responses are slower at the cued relative to the uncued location – the effect known as
IOR.
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Figure 1.1 Typical sequence of events in traditional spatial cueing paradigm showing a
valid or cued trial.
The scarcity of studies examining IOR in visual search is likely due to several
reasons. Because the effect was first observed and termed IOR using spatial cueing
(Posner & Cohen, 1984; Posner et al., 1985), traditional cue-target paradigms have been
used in most subsequent studies. Additionally, visual search is much more complex than
simply detecting a target following an irrelevant cue. This complexity makes teasing
apart different contributing factors more difficult, which may also explain why evidence
of IOR in visual search has been somewhat mixed (Klein, 1988; Takeda & Yagi, 2000;
Wolfe & Pokorny, 1990).
Methodologically speaking, examining the biasing of attention away from
previously attended locations in visual search is challenging. For example, when
searching a complex visual scene, attention may move very rapidly from one item to the
next until the target is found, but tracking where attention has been up until that point can
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be quite difficult. One solution to this is to use eye tracking and allow participants to
move their eyes during the search (Dodd, Van der Stigchel, & Hollingworth, 2009; Klein
& MacInnes, 1999; MacInnes & Klein, 2003). However, using eye-tracking while
participants overtly search a scene does not resolve all the difficulties in studying IOR in
visual search, as this makes it impossible to tease apart the contributions from attentional
and oculomotor systems.
A few covert paradigms have been used to study IOR in visual search to help
disentangle oculomotor and attentional processes (e.g. Klein, 1988; Müller & Von
Mühlenen, 2000; Takeda & Yagi, 2000; Wolfe & Pokorny, 1990). However, since it is
difficult to know where attention has previously been in complex, covert visual search,
IOR is not calculated as the difference between previously attended and unattended
locations in these paradigms (e.g., Klein, 1988; Müller & Von Mühlenen, 2000; Takeda
& Yagi, 2000; Wolfe & Pokorny, 1990). Rather, “probe-on costs” are measured as the
difference between responses to a probe at any one of the distractor locations and one at
an empty location for both serial and parallel searches (e.g. Klein, 1988; Müller & Von
Mühlenen, 2000; Takeda & Yagi, 2000; Wolfe & Pokorny, 1990). Since a previously
empty location would have unbalanced sensory stimulation compared to a previously
occupied location, parallel searches were used as a control condition to subtract out
inhibitory costs resulting from sensory imbalances. In these studies, only inhibitory costs
associated with attentional inhibitory tagging were considered “real IOR.” As such, the
difference between the probe-on costs for the serial and parallel searches was considered
“real IOR” because it was assumed that inhibitory tagging would not be present in
parallel searches in which the target “popped out” of the display (Klein, 1988). This way
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of measuring attentional aspects of IOR in visual search is important for ruling out
sensory confounds, however, this varies substantially from how IOR is traditionally
measured in peripheral cueing studies in which IOR is measured as the difference in
responses to previously attended relative to unattended locations (Posner & Cohen, 1984;
Posner et al., 1985), which makes comparing the IOR effect observed in visual search
with IOR observed in the cueing literature difficult.
One simple visual search paradigm has been developed that measures IOR as the
difference between previously attended and unattended locations (McDonald, Hickey,
Green, & Whitman, 2009). In this paradigm, each search display contains a single target
and single distractor. Search displays are presented in sequential pairs, and the target in
the second display can either be presented in the same or in a different location as in the
first display of the pair (McDonald et al., 2009). This simple visual search allows for
examining the difference in response times for targets appearing at repeated (i.e.,
previously attended) compared to changed (i.e., previously unattended) locations.
The other advantage of this target-target paradigm (McDonald et al., 2009) is that
it allows the attentional contribution to IOR to be disentangled from that of other systems
(i.e., motor, sensory/perceptual, etc.). In traditional cue-target paradigms, in which a
single lateralized cue that is irrelevant to the task precedes the upcoming target, other
nonattentional processes could result in the inhibitory effect observed. For example, some
have hypothesized that inhibition within the motor system underlies IOR (Coward,
Poliakoff, O’Boyle, & Lowe, 2004; Poliakoff, Spence, O’Boyle, McGlone, & Cody,
2002; Spence & Driver, 1998) because participants must inhibit a response to the cue and
this response inhibition could carry over to the target subsequently presented at that
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location. Additionally, sensory / perceptual processes cannot be disentangled in the cuetarget paradigm because the lateralized cue creates a sensory imbalance, which results in
IOR being calculated as the difference between a previously stimulated compared to a
previously unstimulated location (Fecteau & Munoz, 2005; Gibson & Egeth, 1994;
Handy, Jha, & Mangun, 1999; Possamai, 1986; Tassinari & Berlucchi, 1993). However,
in target-target paradigms, such as the one used by McDonald et al. (2009), a response is
required on every stimulus display, which controls for contributions from motor
processes (i.e., response inhibition), and the bilateral stimulus display means that both the
attended and unattended locations have equivalent sensory stimulation, ruling out sensory
contributions (McDonald et al. 2009).
Further, the design of this paradigm allows for examination of event-related
potentials (ERPs), obtained from recording brain activity via electroencephalogram
(EEG) during the task. ERP components can be useful when examining cognitive
processes, as different components index different processes. For example, IOR-related
reductions of N2pc ERP component were observed in the simple visual search paradigm
(McDonald et al., 2009). Since the N2pc component indexes where attention has shifted
in space (Woodman & Luck, 1999), it can be concluded that a reduction in this
component likely reflects the bias of attention within IOR. Thus, the advantage of using
simple, target-target visual search paradigms is that attentional aspects of IOR can be
isolated and explored within visual search using both behavioral and electrophysiological
measures.
The following experiments presented in Chapters 2 – 4 will further investigate
IOR in visual search based on an expanded version of this paradigm (McDonald et al.,
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2009) in which (1) more locations will be used to examine the spatial distribution of IOR
within a visual search paradigm, (2) attentional manipulations will be employed to
determine if these also influence the distribution of IOR, and (3) pop-out targets and
salient distractors will be added to examine the influence of priming and distractor
suppression on IOR in visual search.
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CHAPTER 2
EVIDENCE FOR AN ATTENTIONAL COMPONENT OF INHIBITION
OF RETURN IN VISUAL SEARCH1
As people go about their daily life they are often faced with searching for items,
such as car keys on a messy desk. When searching a cluttered visual scene for a target,
attention shifts from one item to the next until the target is found (Woodman & Luck,
1999). A mechanism that discourages attention from returning to previously searched
locations would facilitate this search process. Evidence for such a biasing mechanism can
be seen in the slowing of responses to items appearing at a previously attended location,
an effect known as Inhibition of Return (IOR; Klein, 1988; Posner & Cohen, 1984;
Posner, Rafal, Choate, & Vaughan, 1985). The earliest research on IOR came out of the
spatial cueing literature, in which participants were slower to respond to a target that was
preceded by a spatially nonpredictive, peripheral cue at the same location (Posner &
Cohen, 1984; Posner et al., 1985). This effect was interpreted as reflecting a mechanism
that “tagged” previously attended locations to facilitate efficient visual search by biasing
attention away from previously attended locations (Klein, 1988; Posner et al., 1985).
In addition to an attentional explanation, however, perceptual and motor
explanations of IOR have also been proposed (e.g., Berlucchi, 2006; Taylor & Klein,

1Pierce,

A. M., Crouse, M. D., & Green, J. J. 2017. Psychophysiology, 54: 1676-1685.
Reprinted here with permission of publisher. © 2017 Society for
Psychophysiological Research
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1998). For example, in traditional cueing tasks, IOR is measured by comparing reaction
times to targets appearing at a recently stimulated (i.e., cued) location to those appearing
at a recently unstimulated (i.e., uncued) location, resulting in low-level sensory
processing differences that could contribute to any observed differences in response times
(Berlucchi, 2006; Handy, Jha, & Mangun, 1999; Spalek & Di Lollo, 2007). Some cueing
studies have attempted to minimize sensory imbalances within the target display by
presenting a nontarget at the same time (e.g., Pratt & Abrams, 1999), but this cannot
eliminate the sensory imbalance resulting from the use of a peripheral cue in the
preceding display. In addition, inhibiting a response to the task-irrelevant cue could lead
to slower responses when the target appears at that location in the absence of any changes
in attentional processing (Coward, Poliakoff, O’Boyle & Lowe, 2004; Taylor & Klein,
1998; Taylor & Klein, 2000; Welsh & Pratt, 2006). This is not to say that perceptual and
motor processes do not contribute to IOR. Rather, it is likely that the slowing of
responses to a recently attended location occurs as a result of changes in multiple
interacting systems, with the inhibition of a location or item through sensory, perceptual,
motor, oculomotor, and attentional systems working together to improve efficiency of
visual search (Hilchey, Klein, & Satel, 2014; Martín-Arévalo, Chica, & Lupiáñez, 2016;
Tassinari & Berlucchi, 1993). Here, we sought to determine if the attentional component
of IOR could be observed during visual search while minimizing the contribution from
the other systems.
Using a traditional spatial cueing task, it is extremely difficult to disentangle any
biases in attention from perceptual and motor processes that could lead to similar effects
on response times. To better isolate the attentional component of IOR, various target-
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target paradigms have been employed, in which a response is required on every stimulus
presentation to eliminate inhibitory motor processing (Maylor & Hockey, 1985; Taylor &
Klein, 2000). Most of these studies, however, used a single stimulus that could occur at
the same location as the previous target or at a new location (Maylor & Hockey, 1985),
and thus still contained sensory imbalances. More recently, a target-target paradigm has
been developed in which each target display contains balanced sensory information - a
target and a nontarget of equal luminance appearing on either side of the screen enabling the attentional component of IOR to be isolated from the perceptual and motor
components (McDonald, Hickey, Green, & Whitman, 2009).
Despite the minimization of nonattentional differences in this balanced-display
target-target task, IOR was still observed (McDonald et al., 2009). Participants were
slower to respond to targets presented in the same location on successive trials than
targets that changed location on successive trials (McDonald et al., 2009). Moreover, the
N2pc event-related potential (ERP) component, a greater negativity over posterior scalp
electrodes contralateral to an attended visual stimulus (see Luck & Kappenman, 2012 for
a review), was reduced on trials in which the target appeared at a previously attended
location (McDonald et al., 2009). Since the N2pc is thought to reflect the attentional
modulation of neural activity in visual cortex (Luck & Hillyard, 1994), this reduction in
the N2pc for repeat location targets suggests that attention was indeed biased away from
returning to a previously attended location (McDonald et al., 2009).
Although IOR is often discussed in terms of its functional significance in visual
search (Klein, 1988; Klein & MacInnes, 1999), most tasks used to elicit IOR do not
require visual search (e.g., Bennett & Pratt, 2001; Posner & Cohen, 1984; Pratt &
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Abrams, 1995), and most studies that examine inter-trial effects of target location in
visual search tasks do not observe IOR (e.g., Kristjánsson, Vuilleumier, Malhotra,
Husain, & Driver, 2005; Kristjánsson, Vuilleumier, Schwartz, Macaluso, & Driver, 2007;
Maljkovic & Nakayama, 1996). Moreover, the small number of studies that have used
visual search paradigms to investigate IOR have either used comparisons between
previously stimulated and previously unstimulated locations (Klein, 1988; Müller & Von
Mühlenen, 2000; Takeda & Yagi, 2000) or required participants to make eye movements
during search (Dodd, Van der Stigchel, & Hollingworth, 2009; Klein & MacInnes, 1999;
Thomas et al., 2006), preventing any attentional component to be separated from
perceptual or oculomotor components, respectively. Here, we extended the balanceddisplay target-target paradigm to include additional stimulus locations, enabling us to
assess the behavioural and electrophysiological correlates of the attentional component of
IOR in a more search-like environment.
2.1 METHOD
2.1.1 PARTICIPANTS
Twenty-six participants took part in this experiment after providing informed
consent. Data from one participant were excluded due to self-reported colour-blindness,
and data from four additional participants were excluded from analysis due to excessive
ocular artifacts. Of the remaining 21 participants (11 females, mean age = 22.86 years, 19
right-handed), all reported normal or corrected-to-normal vision and normal hearing. Two
of the included participants were researchers on this study. All experimental procedures
were approved by the University of South Carolina institutional review board.
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2.1.2 STIMULI AND PROCEDURE
Participants were seated 57 cm in front of a 23-in computer monitor in a dimly lit,
sound-attenuated chamber. All stimuli were presented on a black background (RGB = 0,
0, 0). Each visual search display consisted of four coloured discs, each 2º in diameter and
presented in one quadrant of the screen (4.2º above and below as well as 4.2º to the left
and right of fixation). Each disc could be one of four colours: green (RGB =0, 181, 0),
cyan (RGB = 0, 161, 161), purple (RGB = 111, 0, 221), or magenta (RGB = 250, 0, 250).
These colours were chosen during paradigm development to be of approximately equal
brightness. Multiple observers performed a colour flicker fusion task wherein overlaid
patches of two colours were alternated on each frame (100 Hz refresh), producing a
perception of flickering. The RGB values of one colour was adjusted to increase or
decrease brightness until a static patch was perceived, indicating that the colours were of
equal brightness. The purple stimulus (RGB = 111, 0, 221) was set as the static colour to
which all other colours were matched. The starting values for the other colours were set
at maximum brightness (green = 0, 255, 0; cyan = 0, 255, 255; magenta = 255, 0, 255).
Each observer matched the colours multiple times and the RGB values that produced
consistent estimates of equal brightness were utilized for the experiment. In each
experimental block, one colour was designated as the target and the other three colours
were used as nontargets, with each of the nontarget coloured discs randomly presented in
one of the nontarget locations for that display. Each participant completed four
experimental blocks, with a different colour designated as the target for each block. The
order of target colours was counterbalanced across participants.
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Each trial began with the presentation of a target-coloured disc presented at
fixation for 100 ms to remind the participant of the to-be-attended colour and encourage
reorienting of attention back to fixation in between search displays. After an interstimulus interval (ISI) of 400-600 ms, a search display was presented for 100 ms. The
next reorienting event was presented 400-600 ms after the search display to create a
continuous task with 900-1300 ms between successive search displays (see Figure 2.1a).
The participants’ task was to indicate on which side of the screen the target appeared, left
or right, by clicking the corresponding button on the mouse with the index and middle
fingers of their right hand, and to withhold a response on the 10% of search displays in
which no target was presented. For these nontarget displays, one of the nontarget colours
was repeated (i.e., appeared at 2 of the 4 locations), but which colour was repeated and its
location in the array was randomly selected. These target-absent trials allowed us to
ensure that participants were responding appropriately to the targets and enabled us to
examine responses to target-present search displays when they were preceded by targetabsent search displays (neutral condition, see below).
Each experimental condition was created using a pair of visual search displays,
examining the responses to the second display (T2) conditional upon the location of the
target in the preceding search display (T1; see Figure 2.1b). The T2 target could appear in
the same location as the previous T1 target (repeat), at a novel location following a
target-absent T1 display (neutral), or at a different location by either changing elevation
within the same visual hemifield (change-vertical), changing visual hemifields at the
same elevation (change-horizontal), or changing both hemifield and elevation (changediagonal). Each condition was presented a total of 160 times (800 pairs of search
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displays, or 1600 total search displays), with 40 displays for each of the four T2
locations. Participants took a brief self-paced break after every 40 search displays, as well
as short breaks between experimental blocks. The task took approximately 40 minutes to
complete.

Figure 2.1 Typical trial sequence (a) and conditions created by pairs of successive search
displays (b).

2.1.3 ELECTROPHYSIOLOGICAL RECORDING AND ANALYSIS
EEG data were collected using a customized 64-channel Brain Products ActiCAP
electrode cap with electrodes positioned at Fp1, Fp2, AF3, AFz, AF4, F7, F5, F3, F1, Fz,
F2, F4, F6, F8, FC5, FC3, FC1, FCz, FC2, FC4, FC6, T7, C5, C3, C1, Cz, C2, C4, C6,
T8, CP5, CP3, CP1, CPz, CP2, CP4, CP6, P7, P5, P3, P1, Pz, P2, P4, P6, P8, PO11, PO9,
PO7, PO3, POz, PO4, PO8, PO10, PO12, O1, Oz, O2, I1, Iz, I2, IIz, M1 and M2. All
EEG signals were referenced to the right mastoid (M2). The horizontal electrooculogram
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(HEOG) was recorded bipolarly using two electrodes positioned lateral to the external
canthi. Electrode impedances were kept below 20 kΩ. All signals were recorded
unfiltered in DC mode using the Brain Products ActiCHamp amplifier, digitized at 500
Hz, and recorded using Brain Products PyCorder software (v. 1.6).
EEG preprocessing, artifact rejection, and ERP averaging were performed using
EEGLAB (Delorme & Makeig, 2004) and ERPLAB (Lopez-Calderon & Luck, 2014).
The raw EEG signals were filtered with a bandpass of 0.01 - 30 Hz (-3 dB point; -12 dB
per octave) and then segmented into 1000 ms epochs beginning 200 ms prior to the onset
of the search display. All epochs were manually inspected for eye blink and eye
movement artifacts, and only artifact-free epochs were used for further analysis. In
addition to removing trials that included eye-related artifacts, only trials wherein a correct
response was made were included in subsequent analyses. Only participants who had at
least 70% of trials (minimum 112 / 160 trials per condition) remaining after removal of
incorrect responses and EEG artifacts were included in subsequent analysis to ensure an
adequate signal-to-noise ratio in the averaged ERPs.
Lateralized ERP waveforms were computed by collapsing over left and right
stimulus locations and left and right recording hemispheres. For example, ERPs
contralateral to the target were computed by averaging the ERPs recorded over the right
scalp when the target was on the left with the ERPs recorded over the left scalp when the
target was on the right. Separate averages were created contralateral and ipsilateral to
each target location (upper left, lower left, upper right, and lower right) for each trial type
(repeat, change-vertical, change-horizontal, change-diagonal, and neutral). Difference
waveforms were then created by subtracting the ipsilateral waveforms from the
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contralateral waveforms for each trial type. The N2pc was measured at the lateral
occipital electrode sites where the N2pc typically occurs (PO7, PO8; e.g., McDonald et
al., 2009) by comparing the contra-minus-ipsi difference to zero in the 225-250 ms
poststimulus interval. All ERP measurements were taken relative to a 200-ms prestimulus
baseline period.
2.2 RESULTS
2.2.1 BEHAVIORAL RESULTS
To determine whether IOR occurred, separate paired sample t-tests were
conducted comparing response times (RTs) for the repeat location condition to each of
the change location conditions. As can be seen in Figure 2.2, responses were slower for
targets appearing at repeat locations than responses for targets at both change-horizontal
locations [M = 10.24, SD = 22.01, t (20) = 2.132, p = 0.046] and change-diagonal
locations [M = 12.23, SD = 22.48, t (20) = 2.494, p = 0 .022]. However, participants were
faster to respond to repeat location targets than to targets that changed location within the
same visual hemifield [change-vertical: M = -13.30, SD = 10.45, t (20) = -5.829, p <
0.001]. There were no significant differences in response times between the repeat
location condition and the neutral condition [M = 7.40, SD = 21.68, t (20) = 1.564, p =
0.133].
These results indicate that IOR did occur, but only when the target changed
locations across the visual hemifield. This was confirmed by collapsing across elevations
and comparing conditions in which the target appeared in the same hemifield as the
previous target (repeat-hemifield) to those in which the target appeared in the opposite
hemifield across successive search displays (change-hemifield). As can be seen in Figure
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2.3, responses for repeat-hemifield targets were slower than those to change-hemifield
targets [repeat = 383.51 +/- 38.39 ms; change = 365.63 +/- 30.31 ms; repeat – change =
17.88 +/- 20.18 ms; t (20) = 4.06, p < 0.001].

Figure 2.2 Behavioral and N2pc results. Mean reaction time (top) and mean N2pc
amplitude (bottom) for each condition. Error bars show standard error of the mean.
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Figure 2.3 Mean reaction time (left) and N2pc amplitudes (right) collapsed across
hemifield. Error bars show the standard error of the mean.
Although this pattern of responses suggests that the attentional component of IOR
may be hemisphere-wide, slower responses within compared to between hemifields could
have occurred because the task required participants to make a hemifield-based
(left/right) judgement of the target’s location regardless of the target’s elevation. To test
this, we ran 10 participants (7 female, mean age = 20.6 years, 9 right-handed) in a
behaviour-only experiment that was identical to the current study with the exception that
participants had to respond to the specific target location and not just the target’s
hemifield (i.e., four response buttons, with each button mapped to a single target
location). The same pattern of responses was observed, with slower responses when the
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target appeared within the same hemifield across successive displays than when it
changed hemifields [repeat-hemifield = 406.66 +/- 58.29 ms; change-hemifield = 396.74
+/- 49.85 ms; repeat – change = 9.92 +/- 11.68 ms; t (9) = 2.69, p = 0.025] with the
change-vertical condition having slower responses than those observed in the repeat
condition [change-vertical = 417.01 +/- 59.98 ms; repeat = 396.31 +/- 57.82 ms; repeat change-vertical = -20.71 +/- 17.10 ms; t (9) = -3.83, p = 0.004].
2.2.2 ELECTROPHYSIOLOGICAL RESULTS
As shown in Figure 2.4, the N2pc was significantly different from zero for the
change-vertical [M = -0.46 µV, SD = 0.77 µV, t (20) = -2.76, p = 0.012], the changehorizontal [M = -0.64 µV, SD = 0.87 µV, t (20) = -3.38, p = 0.003], and the changediagonal conditions [M = -0.63 µV, SD = 0.78 µV, t (20) = -3.72, p = 0.001], and
approached significance for the neutral condition [M = -0.42 µV, SD = 1.01 µV, t (20) = 1.90, p = 0.073]. For the repeat location condition, the N2pc was not significant [M = 0.21 µV, SD = 0.83 µV t (20) = -1.16, p = 0.262]. To examine if attention was biased
away from returning to a previously attended location, we compared the amplitude of the
N2pc in the repeat location condition to that in each of the other conditions. The N2pc in
the repeat condition was smaller than in the change-vertical [t (20) = 2.21, p = 0.039], the
change-horizontal [t (20) = 2.72, p = 0.013], and the change-diagonal conditions [t (20) =
3.03, p = 0.007]. There were no significant differences between the repeat location N2pc
and the N2pc for the neutral condition [t (20) = 1.40, p = 0.177].
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Figure 2.4 ERP waveforms at lateral posterior electrodes PO7/PO8 time-locked to the
onset of the second search display. The time windows used to measure the N2pc (225 –
250 ms) and plotted in the scalp topographies are denoted with gray rectangles. Scalp
topographies show the amplitudes of the contra – ipsi difference.
Similar to the effects observed on RTs, the modulation of the N2pc appeared to
differ for target locations that changed within versus between visual fields (see Figure
2.3). The N2pc data were collapsed into repeat-hemifield and change-hemifield
conditions, confirming that the N2pc was reduced in the repeat-hemifield condition [M =
20

-0.34, SD = 0.75] compared to the change-hemifield condition [M = -0.64, SD = 0.78, t
(20) = 2.72, p = 0.013]. Although the N2pc was reduced for all targets appearing in the
previously attended hemisphere, the N2pc did differ between repeat and change-vertical
conditions. As can be seen in Figure 2.2 (bottom panel), N2pc amplitudes were smallest
for repeat, intermediate for change-vertical, and largest for change-horizontal, suggesting
a gradient in the biasing of attention. However, the difference between change-vertical
and change-horizontal was not significant [t (20) = 1.48, p = 0.156].
Both response times and the N2pc showed evidence of IOR occurring within a
hemisphere, rather than just at the specific location of the previously attended target, with
slower responses and a reduced N2pc when the target repeated hemifields as opposed to
changing hemifields. Similar hemifield effects have been reported in previous spatial
cueing studies for IOR (Collie, Maruff, Yucel, Danckert, & Currie, 2000) as well as in
other visual attention tasks (e.g., Alvarez & Cavanagh, 2005; Awh & Pashler, 2000;
Malinowski, Fuchs, & Müller, 2007; Müller, Malinowski, Gruber, & Hillyard, 2003).
Within the previously-attended hemifield, however, responses were not uniformly
slowed. Responses to targets in the change-vertical condition were significantly slower
than those in the repeat location condition. Although hemisphere-wide IOR would
explain the slower responses in the change-vertical condition relative to the other change
location conditions, this does not explain why these responses would be even slower than
those in the repeat location condition. One potential explanation could be that the reaction
times in the repeat location condition reflect not only IOR, but also an additional
facilitation process. Because the target-defining feature (i.e., colour) remained the same
throughout a block of trials, this may have resulted in some type of sensory-related
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facilitation (e.g., priming). Previous studies have found that the repetition of a feature can
result in faster responses to that feature (Maljkovic & Nakayama, 1994; Maljkovic &
Nakayama, 1996). Therefore, it is possible that the change-vertical condition reflects only
the hemifield-wide inhibition while the repeat condition reflects the combination of
hemifield-wide inhibition combined with facilitation, resulting in a reduction in the
observed inhibitory effect.
In previous studies, such behavioral facilitation effects have often been associated
with enhancement of early sensory-related ERP components, such as the P1 (Doallo et
al., 2004; Hopfinger & Mangun, 1998; Hopfinger & Mangun, 2001), which is thought to
reflect modulation of perceptual processes. Thus, if priming-related facilitation occurred,
we would expect an enhanced P1 selectively for the repeat location condition where the
facilitation of RTs was hypothesized to occur. To explore this hypothesis, we measured
the P1 component at posterior electrodes (PO3 / PO4) contralateral to the target location
100 – 130 ms after onset of the search display. The electrodes were chosen based on a
visual inspection of the topography of the P1 and the time window analyzed was chosen
to be centered on the peak of the P1 component observed in the waveforms. The
topography of the P1 and the timing of the peak did not vary across conditions. We then
compared the P1 amplitudes across conditions, specifically focusing on the repeat,
change-vertical, and change-horizontal conditions. These two change-location conditions
involve targets that are equidistant from the repeated location, but vary in their response
requirements and hemisphere. If modulations of the P1 are related to location-based
facilitation, then only the repeat P1 should be modulated, and the P1 for change-vertical
and change-horizontal should be equivalent. In contrast, if the P1 modulations are linked
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to the hemisphere-wide IOR effect, then the P1 should be modulated similarly for both
repeat and change-vertical, with both being different from change-horizontal. As can be
seen in Figure 2.5, the P1 was significantly larger in the repeat condition than in both the
change-vertical [t (20) = 2.29, p = 0.033] and change-horizontal [t (20) = 4.14, p < 0.001]
conditions, with the two critical change conditions not differing from one another [t (20)
= 1.65, p = 0.115]. Moreover, the P1 was also larger for repeat than neutral [t (20) = 4.67,
p < 0.001] and approached significance for repeat compared to change-diagonal [t (20) =
1.85, p = 0.079], providing further evidence that the P1 was selectively enhanced for the
repeat location trials.

Figure 2.5 ERP waveforms at electrode PO3/PO4 for repeat vs. change-vertical search
displays (a). The time window used to measure the P1 amplitude (100-130 ms) is denoted
by the gray bar. (b) P1 amplitudes for all conditions
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2.3 DISCUSSION
The current study demonstrates that even when sensory, perceptual, and motor
processes are controlled for, IOR specifically linked to a bias in attention can be elicited
across successive visual search displays. Moreover, this inhibitory bias of attention
occurred for search locations within the same hemifield as the previously attended target,
not just at the previous target location, in conjunction with a facilitation of processing
specifically for the previous target location. This hemispheric inhibition and targetlocation specific facilitation overlapped, creating a response profile wherein the largest
IOR was observed not when the target repeated locations but rather when it occurred at a
new location within the same visual hemifield. Furthermore, each of these effects were
linked to a distinct electrophysiological marker, with the inhibitory bias of attention
linked to a reduction in the N2pc component and the facilitation specific to the previous
target location linked to an enhancement of the P1 component.
Although the N2pc was reduced for all targets appearing in the previously
attended hemisphere, the N2pc did differ between repeat and change-vertical conditions.
As can be seen in Figure 2.2 (bottom panel), N2pc amplitudes were smallest for repeat,
intermediate for change-vertical, and largest for change-horizontal, which suggests
gradient in the biasing of attention. A similar gradient in response times has been
observed in previous cueing studies, wherein the slowest responses occur for targets
appearing at the cued location and inhibition is reduced with distance from the cue (e.g.,
Bennett & Pratt, 2001; Klein, Christie, & Morris, 2005; Samuel & Kat, 2003; although
see also Collie et al. 2000). The difference between change-vertical and changehorizontal, however, was not significant, making conclusions about the presence of a
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gradient in attentional biases difficult. It is possible that with additional participants or
more variation in the distance between target locations such a gradient may be
discernable.
Although it is possible that we were not able to resolve the gradient of inhibition
because our visual search items were positioned relatively close to one other, distance
alone cannot account for our effects. The search items in the change-vertical and changehorizontal locations were equidistant from the previous target, yet IOR and a reduction of
the N2pc were only observed for the within-hemifield change-vertical targets. Both RTs
and N2pc amplitudes were nearly identical for the change-horizontal and changediagonal targets [RT: 366.62 vs. 364.63 ms; N2pc: -0.645 vs -0.632 μV]. This is unlike
previous cueing studies where modulations of RTs were observed throughout the visual
field (e.g., Bennett & Pratt, 2001), with inhibition spreading to the uncued hemisphere
and a facilitation of responses occurring for targets in the location diagonal to the cue.
Thus, our results suggest that if any such gradient of attentional inhibition exists for
visual search, it obeys hemispheric boundaries and only spreads within the visual
hemifield contralateral to the previously attended target. This hemispheric boundary is
not unique to IOR, but appears common to many visual attention processes, with a
similar hemispheric boundary for the capture of attention observed in visual search with
salient distractors (Hickey & Theeuwes, 2011) and hemifield effects observed in other
types of attention tasks, including dividing attention (Awh & Pashler, 2000; Malinowski
et al., 2007; Müller et al., 2003) and object tracking (Alvarez & Cavanagh, 2005).
The hemifield-wide IOR observed here may also differ from the graded
distribution of inhibition observed in previous studies because of the contributions from
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other nonattentional components. It is possible that the graded distribution of IOR
observed in previous cue-target tasks is attributable to the differences in sensory
stimulation between cued and uncued locations or the inhibition of a motor response to
the irrelevant cue, for example. Although distributions of attentional facilitation and
inhibition are observed within a visual search display (e.g., the capture of attention by a
salient distractor varying with distance from the relevant target, Gaspar & McDonald,
2014; Hickey & Theeuwes, 2011), it may be that such a graded distribution of attentional
inhibition does not occur between successive visual search displays. Alternatively, in
cue-target tasks the distance effects for IOR appear to only occur for relatively short
SOAs (up to ~1 second), with IOR still occurring at longer SOAs but no longer showing
a modulation of the inhibition with distance from the cued location (Samuel & Kat,
2003). Because the time interval between successive search displays is typically longer
than the SOAs used in cueing paradigms (1000 - 1400 ms in the current study), it may be
that the current search display is simply occurring outside the temporal window of a
gradient of inhibition that results from the preceding search display.
It is also possible that the hemifield-wide IOR we observed is related to the
localization requirements of the task. It is already well-established that IOR effects vary
across detection, localization, and discrimination tasks (e.g., Chica, Lupiáñez, &
Bartolomeo, 2006; Lupiáñez, Milán, Tornay, Madrid, & Tudela, 1997), suggesting that
within visual search hemifield-wide IOR could be specific to localization tasks. Although
these effects are not simply due to the requirement of left/right localization responses, as
evidenced by observing the same effect when participants responded to the specific
location of the target in our follow-up experiment, our task emphasized localization along
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the horizontal axis of the display. This may have led to participants forming perceptual
groups encompassing the left and right hemisphere stimuli, possibly leading to distinct
feature maps for the two groups (Treisman, 1982). Previous cueing studies have
demonstrated asymmetries between processing horizontal and vertical displays (Awh &
Pashler, 2000). Further studies that manipulate task requirements within visual search
(e.g., emphasizing perceptual grouping along the vertical axis, comparing detection,
localization, and discrimination tasks) will help determine if such hemifield effects are
due to an inherent difference in visual field processing or due to changes in attentional
processes based on task set.
In addition to observing a hemifield-wide slowing of responses and reduced N2pc
indicative of IOR, we also observed an unexpected facilitation of responses when the
target occurred at the same location in successive search displays. Although RTs for
repeat location targets were slower compared to targets that changed hemifields (changehorizontal and change-diagonal), they were actually faster than the responses observed
for targets that changed locations within the same hemifield (change-vertical). This
behavioural facilitation was accompanied by an enhancement of the early sensory-related
P1 component specifically for repeat location search displays. Although the findings
regarding the reduction of the P1 as an electrophysiological index of IOR are mixed
(Hopfinger & Mangun, 1998; Hopfinger & Mangun, 2001; McDonald, Ward, & Kiehl,
1999; Wascher & Tipper, 2004; for a review see Martín-Arévalo, Chica, & Lupiáñez,
2016), the enhancement of the P1 in association with the facilitation of behaviour and
perception is consistent (Hopfinger & Mangun, 1998; Hopfinger & Mangun, 2001;
Mangun & Hillyard, 1991).
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Within the visual search literature, such facilitation effects are commonly found
with repetition of a target feature in successive displays (Maljkovic & Nakayama, 1994;
Maljkovic & Nakayama, 1996). Although these priming effects can occur for a single
feature, such as color or position, even greater improvement in performance has been
observed when both color and position is repeated (Ásgeirsson, Kristjánsson, &
Bundesen, 2014). Therefore, the combined repetition of both target color and position in
the repeat location condition in our study may have resulted in a facilitation of target
processing that overlapped with the inhibitory bias of attention. The presence of multiple,
overlapping processes occurring at repeated target locations has been hinted at in
previous research of IOR in visual search. Within an oculomotor search, saccadic RTs to
the previously fixated location were slower than those to opposite locations (180º away),
but were faster than those to a location 60º away from the previously fixated location
(Klein & MacInnes, 1999). Despite the differences between paradigms, the similarity
between these findings suggests that common underlying mechanisms may play a role in
efficient visual search, regardless of whether it is overt or covert.
These multiple overlapping processes are likely why finding evidence of IOR in
visual search has proved challenging. Here, although we attempted to isolate the
attentional component of IOR and minimize sensory and motor contributions, we still
found evidence of multiple co-occurring processes interacting to influence search
behaviour. In the commonly used cue-target paradigm the inhibitory effect known as IOR
is likely the result of the co-occurrence of processes such as sensory refractoriness, motor
inhibition, and attention, with the specifics of the stimuli and task determining which
systems are engaged. With visual search, the multi-item displays will induce additional
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processes above and beyond those induced in a cueing paradigm, such as competition
between items or differential processing of relevant and irrelevant items, each of which
will also be influenced by the specifics of the stimuli and task. Although more work is
needed to identify each of the components of inhibition in visual search and explore their
interaction with one another, the current study provides an important first step in
understanding the inhibition of attentional processes in facilitating efficient visual search.
By using ERPs we were able to separate the facilitatory and inhibitory components in
time and show that the biasing of attention away from the previously attended location
still occurs even when the slowing of responses to that location is ameliorated by a
facilitatory effect like priming.
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CHAPTER 3
EXAMINING HEMIFIELD-WIDE IOR IN VISUAL SEARCH
Both the behavioral and electrophysiological results of Chapter 2 indicated that
attention was biased away from returning to the entire hemifield that was previously
attended. When collapsed into repeat- and change-hemifield conditions, response times
were slower and the N2pc was reduced when the target appeared in the same hemifield as
in the preceding display (Pierce et al. 2017). Hemifield-specific effects have been found
in other types of attention tasks, such as dividing attention (Awh & Pashler, 2000;
Malinowski et al., 2007; Müller et al., 2003) and object tracking (Alvarez & Cavanagh,
2005). One possible explanation for these hemifield effects is that there are hemispherespecific attentional resources that operate relatively independently from one another
(Alvarez & Cavanagh, 2005; Awh & Pashler, 2000; Malinowski et al., 2007). It is
possible that the observed attentional bias away from the previously attended hemifield
was due to the inherent nature of the visual attention system’s hemisphere-specific
processing.
However, even though other types of attention tasks have shown hemifield effects
(e.g., Alvarez & Cavanagh, 2005; Awh & Pashler, 2000; Malinowski et al., 2007; Müller
et al., 2003), this is not the typical finding for the spatial distribution of IOR (Bennett &
Pratt, 2001; Klein & MacInnes, 1999; Maylor & Hockey, 1985, but see Collie et al.,
2000, for hemifield effects of IOR in spatial cueing). The spatial distribution of IOR has
previously been observed as a gradient of inhibition that decreases with increasing
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distance from the cued location (Bennett & Pratt, 2001). Although this gradient was
found to spread throughout the visual field, crossing both the horizontal and vertical
meridians, the most inhibition was observed within a cued quadrant of the visual field
(e.g., upper left visual field) relative to adjacent uncued quadrants (e.g., lower left and
upper right quadrants; Bennett & Pratt, 2001). In that study, although targets could appear
at any one of hundreds of locations across the four-quadrant grid, the irrelevant cues,
which participants were instructed to ignore, were always at one of four locations (one at
the center of each quadrant, Bennett & Pratt, 2001). Thus, the most efficient strategy may
have been to not only inhibit the cued location, but also the entire quadrant in which the
irrelevant cue appeared. Similarly, in Chapter 2 (Pierce et al., 2017), the localization
requirements of the task (i.e., making a left/right judgment) may have made inhibition of
the entire previously attended hemifield the most efficient way to bias attention. If IOR
reflects the actions of a mechanism (or mechanisms) that allows us to efficiently search
our environments, it would make sense for the context of the search (e.g., task
requirements) to influence what is inhibited. In the case of a left/right localization
judgment in Chapter 2, participants may have perceptually grouped the stimuli into two
columns since the task emphasized localization along the horizontal axis (i.e., forming
left/right perceptual groups).
Previous research has shown that perceptual grouping can influence visual search
(Banks & Prinzmetal, 1976; Treisman, 1982). One theory of visual search suggests that
perceptual grouping can facilitate “spreading suppression” during search (Duncan &
Humphreys, 1989). According to this theory, selection is guided by competition between
inputs, which are dynamically weighted by their similarity to the target when they are
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selected (e.g., increasing weights for closer matches to the target or vice versa) (Duncan
& Humphreys, 1989). If an item is in a perceptual group, this theory posits that the input
weights of the items in the group change together, resulting in the suppression of one
nontarget item to spread to the rest of the items in the group (Duncan & Humphreys,
1989). If participants were perceptually grouping the items in the display in Chapter 2
(Pierce et al., 2017) because of the nature of task, it is possible that this may have resulted
in IOR spreading throughout the entire hemifield.
The aim of Experiment 2 is to further explore this possibility by emphasizing
perceptual grouping along horizontal compared to vertical axes (i.e., encouraging
formation of left/right compared to upper/lower perceptual groups by having participants
respond to specific columns or rows in the search array, respectively). If the hemifieldwide IOR observed in Chapter 2 resulted from an inherent hemisphere-specific
attentional biasing, then the same hemifield-wide IOR should be observed regardless of
perceptual grouping. If the hemifield effect results from task-dependent changes in
attentional processing, however, these effects should shift depending on perceptual
grouping.
In the Attend Column condition, trials in which the target appeared in the same
hemifield as in the previous trial are also trials in which the target appeared within the
same perceptual group as the previous trial. Thus, IOR should be present not only at the
repeated location, but also for an entire hemifield, replicating the results of Chapter 2. In
the Attend Row condition, however, each perceptual group spans across both hemifields.
Thus, if the hemifield effect is driven by the nature of the task encouraging perceptual
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grouping, then IOR should be observed across the entire upper or lower visual field rather
than within the left or right visual field (see Figure 3.1).

Figure 3.1 Hypotheses for the Attend Column condition (a) when left/right perceptual
groups are formed and for Attend Row condition (b) when upper/lower perceptual groups
are formed.
Since the task is similar to the task in Chapter 2, we also expect that the priming
observed in that study at the repeated location may also be present in both Attend
Column and Attend Row conditions. Although this is a behavioral experiment and thus
will not be able to tease apart the facilitation and IOR effects at the repeated locations, we
expect this to manifest as faster overall responses for repeated than for the changevertical location trials in the Attend Column condition (just as in Chapter 2). In the
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Attend Row condition, this should appear as faster responses for repeated than for
change-horizontal location trials.
3.1 METHOD
This experiment consisted of a modified version of the visual search paradigm
used in Chapter 2. Rather than simply changing the response requirement from a left/right
judgement (Chapter 2) to an upper/lower judgment, the to-be-attended axis to which
participants responded was manipulated within-subjects in the present experiment using
an implicit spatial judgement task (McDonald & Ward, 1999; Prime, McDonald, Green,
& Ward, 2008). This allowed me to implicitly split participants’ attention along either the
horizontal or vertical axis during the search without confounding this manipulation with
the response mapping.
3.1.1 PARTICIPANTS
Forty participants were recruited for this experiment using the undergraduate
subject pool (SONA) system at the University of South Carolina. All procedures for this
experiment were approved by the University of South Carolina institutional review board
and all participants gave informed consent prior to participating in the experiment.
Participants that did not have any accurate trials in any given condition or had an overall
accuracy of less than 75% were excluded from the analysis. Five participants were
excluded based on this criterion, leaving 35 participants (29 females, mean age = 21.06
years, 30 right-handed) for the analysis.
3.1.2 STIMULI
In this experiment, trials were defined as a consecutive pair of search displays.
Each display was on a black background (RGB = 0 ,0, 0) and contained a gray (RGB =
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140, 140, 140) fixation cross surrounded by a 3 x 3 array of colored discs (see Figure
3.1). The discs could be any of the following colors: green (RGB = 0, 230, 57), cyan
(RGB = 0, 115, 230), purple (RGB = 115, 0, 230), yellow (RGB = 191, 191, 0), and
magenta (RGB = 230, 0, 115). For each participant, one of these colors defined the target,
and the remaining colors were the distractors. The target color was counterbalanced
across participants.
Each search display, which was presented for 100 ms, was followed by the central
fixation cross briefly changing to the target color (100 ms) to reorient attention back
towards the center (Posner et al., 1985). As shown in Figure 3.2a, the ISI between each
search display and reorienting event was 400 – 600 ms, making the total interval between
the first and second search display 900 - 1300 ms. Participants completed 504 trials in
each attention condition (see below), for a total of 1008 trials.

Figure 3.2 Example of a typical trial sequence (a) and three of the location conditions (b).
Numbers appended to the change location labels indicate the number of locations moved
along the designated axis. The target item is denoted in the figure with a dotted circle.
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3.1.3 PROCEDURE
The location of the target disc in the second search display was manipulated
relative to the location of the target in the first search display for each trial. To maximize
the number of trials per condition of interest, the target in the second display could only
appear at one of the four corner locations for any given trial. The target disc in the first
display, however, could appear at any of the 9 locations created by the 3 x 3 grid. As in
Chapter 2, the location of the target in the second display could be either repeated or
changed along vertical, horizontal, or diagonal axes, relative to the target in the first
display (see Figure 3.2b). This manipulation allowed me to examine IOR by calculating
the difference in reaction time between trials in which the target appeared at a repeated
compared to changed locations. Since there are nine possible locations in which the first
target disc could appear, this also created additional location-change conditions that were
not present in Chapter 2 – denoted change-1 below and in Figure 3.2b. This number
appended to the change condition labels indicates that the second target only moved a
single grid item in the specified direction, relative to the previous target’s location.
Although not the primary aim of this experiment, these additional conditions will allow
for a potential gradient of IOR to be examined.
To investigate the role of splitting participants’ attention along different axes
(horizontal or vertical), participants responded via a button press to the target color disc
only when it appeared in certain locations. Specifically, for the half of the experiment,
participants only responded when the target color disc appeared in one of the locations in
the outer columns of the 3 x 3 grid (labeled as Attend Column; see Figure 3.3). For the
other half of the experiment, participants only responded when the target appeared in
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either the top or bottom row of the grid (labeled as Attend Row; see Figure 3.3). Because
the four corner locations that the target could appear at in the second display were part of
the to-be-responded-to set of items in both attention conditions, the response
requirements were the same for all the primary conditions of interest (i.e., all change-2
conditions). The Attend Column condition was designed to split participants’ attention
along the horizontal axis (just as in Chapter 2), encouraging left/right perceptual groups
to be formed. The Attend Row condition was intended to split their attention along the
vertical axis, encouraging upper/lower perceptual groups to be formed. The order in
which participants performed each condition was counterbalanced across participants.

Figure 3.3 Different attention conditions in Experiment 3. Participants responded only
when the target appeared at one the locations circled in red for each condition.
3.2 RESULTS
Only trials in which responses to both the first and second target display were
correct were used in the analyses. The median reaction time for each condition for each
participant was calculated based on all trials in that condition. The reaction times of all
trial types were then collapsed across each of the second target locations. For example,
the reaction times from the repeat-upper-left, repeat-lower-left, repeat-upper-right, and
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repeat-lower-right were averaged together resulting in a single reaction time for the
repeated location condition (for each attention condition separately).
The analyses were split into primary and secondary analyses. For the primary aim
of the experiment, only conditions in which both the first and second target appeared in
one of the four corner conditions were used (i.e., repeat, change-vertical, changehorizontal, and change-diagonal). For all these trial types, the response requirements in
both attention conditions were identical, and as such, trials in both conditions can be
directly compared. However, for the change-1 location trials, the response requirements
differed depending on the attention condition. For example, in the change-vertical-1 trial
types, the target in the first display appeared at the middle location in one of the outer
columns. This means that a response was required for the first search display for this trial
type in the Attend Column condition, but not in the Attend Row condition. Thus, for the
secondary analysis, which will examine potential gradients of IOR, change-1 location
trial types were analyzed within each attention condition separately to keep the response
requirements identical for the conditions analyzed.
3.2.1 PRIMARY ANALYSES: PERCEPTUAL GROUPING
A 4 (location: repeat, change-vertical, change-horizontal, and change-diagonal) x
2 (attention: column or row) ANOVA was conducted on reaction time to examine the
present of IOR and perceptual grouping effects. There was a main effect of location [F
(3, 102) = 3.60, p = 0.016], and a Tukey’s post-hoc analysis revealed that overall the
repeat location trials were faster than the change-horizontal trials [p = 0.028] (see Table
3.1). None of the other location types differed from each other [all p > 0.115]. This
suggests that there was no IOR, and some facilitation was even present (see Figure 3.4a).
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It does not appear that the attention manipulation influenced reaction times, as the main
effect of attention was not significant [F (1, 34) = 0.24, p = 0.625]. Additionally, the
location by attention interaction, which is the critical analysis that would have indicated
that the response patterns varied by the perceptual groups created by the attention
manipulation, was also not significant [F (3, 102) = 0.61, p = 0.608].
Table 3.1 Mean reaction times for each location for each attention condition

Repeat

M (SD)
Attend Column
431.46 (67.40)

M (SD)
Attend Row
430.09 (67.86)

Change-Vertical

440.60 (69.03)

435.01 (73.75)

Change-Horizontal

441.18 (67.44)

439.24 (71.50)

Change-Diagonal

442.35 (68.89)

435.64 (73.28)

To further examine if any differences between perceptual groups existed, location
trial types in each condition were collapsed into repeat-group and change-group
conditions, based on the perceptual groups formed in each attention condition (see Figure
3.2) and these conditions were compared via paired samples t-tests separately for each
attention condition. For both attention conditions, the repeat-group was comprised of
trials in which the target appeared within the same perceptual group as in the previous
search display, and change-group contained trials in which the target appeared in the
opposite perceptual group across successive search displays. For the Attend Column
condition, responses to repeat-group trials were faster than to change-group trials [t (34)
= -2.60, p = 0.014] (see Figure 3.4a), but there were no differences between these trials
for the Attend Row condition [t (34) = -0.20, p = 0.840].
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Figure 3.4 Results for the Attend Column (a) and Attend Row (b). Note that repeat- and
change-group are created by collapsing different location trial types for the different
attention conditions.
Although no IOR was observed, there was a facilitation effect between the
perceptual groups for the Attend Column condition. It is important to note that in the
Attend Column condition, trials in which the target changed perceptual groups were also
trials in which the target changed hemifields. However, in the Attend Row condition, the
target could change hemifields while staying within the same perceptual group. Thus,
hemifield effects can be examined in the Attend Row condition by collapsing the location
trials into repeat-hemifield (repeat and change-vertical) and change-hemifield (changehorizontal and change-diagonal) and comparing these conditions. As can be seen in
Figure 3.5b, in the Attend Row condition, responses to repeat-hemifield trials were
marginally faster than those to change-hemifield trials [t (34) = -2.02, p = 0.051]. This is
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similar to the response pattern observed in the Attend Column condition (Figure 3.4a and
Figure 3.5a), suggesting that although no IOR was observed in this paradigm, the
facilitation that was observed followed a hemifield-wide-pattern, rather than a pattern
based on perceptual grouping.

Figure 3.5 Reaction times collapsed by hemifield in the Attend Column (a) and Attend
Row condition (b).
3.2.2 SECONDARY ANALYSES: GRADIENT EFFECTS
For the secondary analyses, potential gradient effects were examined. As
mentioned above, separate analyses were necessary here because the response
requirements for the change-vertical-1 and change-horizontal-1 location trials varied by
attention condition. This analysis was originally intended to examine whether a gradient
of IOR existed; however, since the primary analyses showed that no IOR was present, but
rather facilitation effects were found, this analysis will now examine whether a gradient
of the facilitation effect is observed. The facilitation effect will be calculated exactly as
the IOR effect would be calculated (i.e., subtracting the response times for each change
location trial type from the repeat location trial type). If a gradient effect is present, this
should be observed as differences in the facilitation effect between the change-1 and
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other change-location trial types. For the different attention conditions, only change-1
location trial types along the appropriate perceptual group were examined. This is so that
all change location trial types analyzed within an attention condition had identical
response requirements.
A one-way ANOVA was conducted on the facilitation effect for each attention
condition separately. However, the facilitation effects did not vary by the change-location
trial types for the Attend Column condition [F (3, 102) = 1.27, p = 0.288] or for the Attend
Row condition [F (3, 102) = 0.52, p = 0.671], indicating that there was not a gradient of
the facilitation effect. The mean facilitation effects for each condition can be seen in Table
3.2.
Table 3.2 Mean facilitation effect for each change location trial type
M (SD)
Attend Column
-9.15 (29.36)

M (SD)
Attend Row
-4.92 (24.27)

Change-Horizontal

-9.72 (25.82)

-9.14 (19.13)

Change-Diagonal

-10.89 (21.29)

-5.55 (28.94)

Change-1-Location

-1.99 (33.35)

-6.36 (20.07)

Change-Vertical

Note. The axis of the Change-1-Location trial type varied by attention condition
3.3 DISCUSSION
This experiment was designed to try to tease apart whether the hemifield-wide
IOR observed in Chapter 2 resulted because of task-dependent changes in attentional
processing or because of the inherent hemisphere-specific nature of processing in the
visual attention system. However, no IOR was observed for any of the conditions in this
task. In fact, some facilitation was observed in this experiment. Further, when examined
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across all locations, the attention manipulation did not appear to influence the pattern of
responses observed for the location of the target, as evidenced by the lack of a significant
interaction. However, when the individual location conditions were grouped into repeatgroup and change-group conditions, reaction times were different between the groups
(repeat was faster than change) only for the Attend Column condition. Interestingly,
when the Attend Row trials were grouped into repeat-hemifield and change-hemifield
conditions, rather than repeat and change-group, responses were faster when the target
location stayed in the same hemifield than when it changed hemifields just like in the
Attend Column condition. This pattern of results suggests some hemifield effect was
present, just for facilitation rather than for IOR.
The absence of IOR (and presence of facilitation) in this experiment was
unexpected. However, there may be a few reasons this could have occurred. Although
IOR has been observed in many different paradigms, it is well known that its magnitude
and even presence can be influenced by the smallest of changes to a paradigm or task
(e.g., Lupiáñez et al., 2013; Prime et al., 2006; Taylor & Klein, 2000). The goal in this
experiment was to further test the hemifield effects observed in Chapter 2; however, in
order to do this, the search display and task had to be modified. To separate possible
hemifield effects from possible perceptual grouping effects, the search array in this
experiment was expanded to include nine locations, rather than four as in Chapter 2, so
that on half of the trials the two outer columns were relevant and on the other half the top
and bottom rows were relevant. An implicit spatial discrimination task was used here
rather than the localization task used in Chapter 2 to try to avoid any response mapping
issues. Thus, participants used the same response key for all responses, only responding
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when the target appeared in the relevant attended group (i.e., column or row), which
allowed the target’s location to change hemifields while either remaining in or changing
perceptual groups. However, it is possible that changing the task from a localization task
to an implicit spatial discrimination task eliminated the IOR effect.
To my knowledge, only one other study (McDonald & Ward, 1999) to date has
examined IOR using an implicit spatial discrimination task. In the implicit spatial
discrimination task in that study, successive auditory stimuli were presented from one of
three speakers (left, center, and right), and participants were instructed to respond only to
targets from the peripheral speakers and to withhold responses to targets from the central
speaker (McDonald & Ward, 1999). Although a large IOR effect was observed in that
experiment, several differences between that experiment and the present one should be
noted. The most obvious difference between the two experiments is the modality of the
stimuli used. However, modality differences alone may not be the most important
difference in terms of explaining the conflicting findings between the two experiments, as
evidence from several studies suggest that IOR may arise from a supramodal attentional
mechanism (Pierce, McDonald, Green, 2018; Spence & Driver, 1998; Spence, Lloyd,
McGlone, Nicholls, & Driver, 2000).
The other difference between the two paradigms is that the experiment presented
here involved visual search. Although this is related to a modality difference, it may be
more likely that the difference in findings from using an implicit spatial discrimination
task in the present experiment and in McDonald & Ward (1999) resulted from the
difference between searching for a target among competing distractors and responding to
a single lateralized target (as in McDonald & Ward, 1999). It is well established in the
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visual search literature that inter-trial facilitation effects are observed when a feature of
the target repeats (Maljkovic & Nakayama, 1994; Maljkovic & Nakayama, 1996). Within
this literature, a feature of the target includes not only its color, shape, size, and motion,
but also its spatial position (Maljkovic & Nakayama, 1996). Since, in the present study,
the target color was the held constant throughout the task for any given participant (i.e.,
target color was counterbalanced across participants), the target color was always
repeating, and in the repeat-location trials, the spatial position of the target also repeated.
This could have led, in part, to the facilitation effect observed. However, the target color
was also held constant for any given participant in Chapter 2 as well, and, although a
relative facilitation effect was observed for the repeat-location compared to the changevertical trials, IOR was also still present in that experiment. Thus, the lack of an IOR
effect could not have only been due to feature repetition during search (although it still
may have contributed to it).
When taken together, this means that (1) IOR is observed during an implicit
spatial discrimination task in which lateralized targets must be detected when appearing
at relevant locations (McDonald & Ward, 1999), (2) IOR is observed during visual search
in which the targets are explicitly localized after being detected (Chapter 2, Pierce et al.,
2017), and (3) IOR is not observed during visual search in which the targets must be
detected when appearing at relevant locations (current experiment). One commonality
that paradigms from both McDonald & Ward (1999) and Chapter 2 (Pierce et al., 2017)
share, however, is attention. Because detection can be completed pre-attentively (Sagi, &
Julesz, 1984; Treisman & Gelade, 1980), it is possible in the current experiment that
participants’ attention was never shifted to the target’s location, which would have
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prevented an IOR effect from occurring. The localization task in Chapter 2 required the
participant to make a localization judgment once they had detected the target, which
required them to shift their attention to the target’s location. In the implicit spatial
discrimination study (McDonald & Ward, 1999), although participants were still
detecting the target, the salient onset of the single lateralized auditory stimulus may have
involuntarily captured participants’ attention, shifting it toward the target’s location (i.e.,
similar to the cue in the traditional cue-target paradigm). This was not the case in the
current experiment because the 3 x 3 search array used contained other non-target items
and was perceptually balanced (i.e., the target color was no more salient than the
surrounding distractor colors), such that just the onset of the search display containing the
target would not have been sufficient to capture attention to the target’s location. It is
then possible that IOR was not observed in this paradigm because attention was never
shifted, and attention cannot be “inhibited from returning” to a location to which it never
went. This, combined with possible priming from feature repetition, could explain the
lack of IOR and presence of some facilitation in the current experiment.
Although no overall perceptual grouping effect was observed (on the facilitation
effect, since no IOR was observed), there was a small effect of grouping for the Attend
Column condition. Importantly, the repeat-group and change-group trials in the Attend
Column condition were also repeat-hemifield and change-hemifield trials. Although there
was no repeat-group compared to change-group effect for the Attend Row condition,
there was a facilitation effect observed in this condition when the trials were grouped as
repeat-hemifield and change-hemifield trials. This overall pattern suggests that the
hemifield, rather than the perceptual group, in which the previous target occurred was
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driving the effect. It should be noted, however, that this hemifield effect manifested as
facilitation, not IOR, which makes its interpretation in terms of the findings from Chapter
2 less informative. The hemifield effect observed in Chapter 2 may result from the same
underlying mechanism as that observed here, but that is unclear at present and more
research is needed to determine if this is the case.
Since this experiment was not originally designed to examine facilitation effects,
such as priming from feature repetition, it is also somewhat difficult to interpret the
hemifield effect within the context of the repetition priming and visual search literature.
Studies of priming of pop-out have not observed hemifield differences in priming effects
when the repeated feature is color (Maljkovic & Nakayama, 1994). It is difficult to
compare those findings with the present findings though, as those priming effects are
calculated as the difference between trials in which the target color repeated and when it
changed and the present experiment did not have any trials in which the target color
changed. However, another study in which the target color, response, and hemifield the
target appeared in could either repeat or change did find that responses were faster when
the target appeared in the same compared to the opposite hemifield as in the previous trial
(Suzuki & Goolsby, 2003), which indicates that priming effects can also occur with
presentation of a targets at different locations but within the same hemifield. Since this
hemifield priming effect was not the intended purpose of the present study, more research
is needed to better understand this facilitation effect and its underlying mechanism.
In conclusion, no IOR was observed in this search task requiring an implicit
spatial discrimination. This may have resulted because the task could have been
successfully completed without shifting attention. Because no IOR effect was observed, it
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is still unclear whether the IOR-related hemifield effects observed in Chapter 2 were due
to perceptual grouping effects or because of the hemispheric nature of processing in the
visual attention system. In future studies, it would be interesting to use the same implicit
spatial discrimination task but make the target in the preceding search display more
salient (e.g., an array containing a pop-out target), such that attention would still be
captured to the target’s location. Based on the above findings and previous research (e.g.,
McDonald & Ward, 1999), this may allow IOR to be observed in this visual search
paradigm, which would then provide a way to tease apart whether the hemifield-wide
IOR observed in Chapter 2 resulted because of task-dependent changes in attentional
processing or because of the inherent hemisphere-specific nature of processing in the
visual attention system.
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CHAPTER 4
EXAMINING THE ROLE OF PRIMING AND DISTRACTOR
SUPPRESSION IN IOR IN VISUAL SEARCH
Based on Chapter 2 (Pierce et al., 2017), we have observed that IOR does occur
within a simple visual search paradigm, and that multiple overlapping processes, as
indexed by different ERP components, may contribute to the magnitude of this effect.
Specifically, both an inhibitory attentional bias and a facilitatory priming effect were
present at the repeated location. When present at the same location, these combined
effects appeared to reduce the amount of IOR observed at the repeated location, but not at
the nearby change-vertical location where only the inhibitory attention bias was present.
These facilitatory priming effects may not appear in traditional studies of IOR due to
differences between the classic cue-target paradigm and target-target paradigms, such as
that used in Chapter 2. Specifically, in cue-target paradigms, the cue and target are
dissimilar from one another, which can make priming less likely, and, more importantly,
the irrelevant nature of the cue means that once it captures attention, it needs to be rapidly
ignored. In the target-target paradigm used in Chapter 2, successive stimulus displays
contained identical targets and each required a response (i.e., both the first and second
stimulus displays were relevant to the task). Suppressing an irrelevant item (i.e., the cue)
immediately before the target appears may add additional inhibition, resulting in even
slower response times than when both items are relevant. This difference in paradigms
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could explain why facilitatory priming effects may not be observed when cue-target
paradigms are used.
Here, we modified the displays from the visual search task used in Chapter 2 to:
1) further explore the role of priming within the context of IOR in visual search by
having a salient target precede the visual search display, 2) examine the role of inhibition
of an irrelevant stimulus in producing IOR by having a salient distractor precede the
visual search display (analogous to cueing), and 3) examine the role of the response
requirements of the task by comparing these effects in our standard localization task to
those in a discrimination task, where IOR is not typically observed in cueing studies. This
will help further decompose the components that contribute to producing behavioral IOR
and help bridge the gap between the IOR effects observed in visual search and those
observed in more traditional peripheral cueing tasks.
Although not typically considered in studies of IOR, priming effects are
frequently observed in the visual search literature when some target feature is repeated
(e.g., Hillstrom, 2000; Kristjánsson et al., 2007; Maljkovic & Nakayama, 1994;
Maljkovic & Nakayama, 1996). For example, when the color of a pop-out target is the
same for subsequent trials, responses to that target are faster than when the color of the
target changes from trial to trial (Maljkovic & Nakayama, 1994). This facilitation effect
has been termed, “priming of pop-out” (Maljkovic & Nakayama, 1994). Here, “pop-out”
refers to a type of visual search in which the target item is distinctly more salient than the
distractor items (i.e., it “pops out” of the array to the observer). This is typically
accomplished by surrounding the target with distractors that differ from the target on one
feature, such as color, shape, or orientation, but, critically, are all similar to each other
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(e.g., Hillstrom, 2000; Kristjánsson et al., 2007; Lamy, Yashar, & Ruderman, 2013;
Maljkovic & Nakayama, 1994). Thus, one difference between the priming-like
facilitation effects observed in Chapter 2 (Pierce et al., 2017) and this type of priming in
the visual search literature (e.g., Maljkovic & Nakayama, 1994; Maljkovic & Nakayama,
1996) is that our target was always surrounded by equally salient distractors that were
dissimilar in color from both the target and each other. We hypothesized that if attention
was captured by a salient pop-out target on the initial search display, priming effects for
the standard second search display would be even more pronounced when the target
repeated location, producing an even larger enhancement of the P1 component and
further ameliorating the behavioral IOR effect observed. However, ERP evidence for
inhibited attention should still be present in the reduction of the N2pc component, as in
Chapter 2.
At first glance, it may seem counterintuitive that a salient, pop-out, target
preceding the search display would decrease the magnitude of IOR, given that in cueing
studies of IOR, the peripheral cue is quite salient, yet results in a large amount of
inhibition (e.g., Abrams & Dobkin, 1994; Briand, Larrison, & Sereno, 2000; Prime &
Ward, 2006). However, the nature of the cue in such studies must also be considered.
Since the cue is irrelevant to the task, it may be that it is rapidly suppressed for effective
task performance. Thus, part of the inhibition observed at the cued location in these
studies could be due to suppression of an irrelevant item (i.e., distractor suppression).
That is not to say, however, that all IOR observed at the cued location is due to distractor
suppression. As shown in Chapter 2, it is possible for multiple overlapping processes to
be present. It is possible that the total amount of inhibition observed could be the net
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result of the attentional bias resulting from “tagging” of previously attended locations
(i.e., what IOR is typically considered to reflect) as well as distractor suppression within
these paradigms.
Within the visual search literature, distractor suppression is thought to be one of
the processes underlying target identification in a search array (Hickey, Di Lollo, &
McDonald, 2009; Luck, Girelli, McDermott, & Ford, 1997; Luck & Hillyard, 1994b).
Ambiguity resolution theory, which is a theory that describes the role of attention in
terms of the anatomy and physiology of the visual system, proposes that when
ambiguities in the representation of an object’s features arise, attention is needed to
resolve this ambiguity (Luck et al., 1997). This ambiguity is thought to be resolved
through the suppression of the unattended information (i.e., distractor suppression).
Distractor suppression in visual search is also supported by behavioral evidence showing
that response times to probes presented at distractor locations are slower than to those at
both target and empty locations (Cepeda, Cave, Bichot, & Kim, 1998).
Interestingly, the paradigm of visual search followed by a probe detection task
(e.g., Cepeda et al., 1998) is quite similar to those used in studies of IOR in visual search
(e.g., Klein, 1988; Wolfe & Pokorny, 1990), although IOR is only briefly mentioned at
most in these studies on distractor suppression (e.g., Cepeda et al., 1998). Given that
distractor suppression results in a slowing of response times and that the irrelevant cue in
a cue-target paradigm could be thought of as a distractor, it is possible that actively
suppressing a distractor may also contribute to the amount of inhibitory effect observed at
previously searched locations. If previously searched locations are “tagged” and attention
is biased away from all previously searched locations, IOR should be present at both
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distractor and target locations, assuming these locations were previously searched.
Additionally, if distractor suppression also contributes to the final inhibitory effect
observed in response times, IOR should be larger at the distractor locations than at the
target location since no distractor suppression should be present at the target location.
This hypothesis is difficult to examine in most other visual search studies of IOR since
probes are usually only presented at distractor and empty locations (Klein, 1988; Takeda
& Yagi, 2000; Wolfe & Pokorny, 1990). However, at least one study has found that
responses were slower to probes presented near distractor locations compared to those
near target locations, and responses to both trial types were slower than those to probes
presented near previously empty locations (Cepeda et al., 1998, Exp. 3). This same
pattern emerged even when minimizing sensory imbalances between the target, distractor
and unoccupied locations (Cepeda et al., 1998, Exp. 4). Although most studies of IOR in
visual search do not compare responses at target locations, at least one visual search
study as well as several target-target paradigms show IOR at the target location (Maylor
& Hockey, 1985; McDonald et al., 2009; Pierce et al., 2017; Pratt & Abrams, 1999, Exp.
2; Roggeveen, Prime, & Ward, 2005). Combined, these findings suggest that IOR can be
present at both target and distractor locations, but distractor suppression may increase the
magnitude of IOR observed at the distractor location.
The use of ERP components may help disentangle the contribution of distractor
suppression and the attentional “tagging” typically associated with IOR. As mentioned
previously, the N2pc component may serve to index the attentional biasing aspect of IOR
(McDonald et al., 2009; Martín-Arévalo et al., 2016). This component is reduced for
previously attended locations in both target-target (McDonald et al., 2009) and visual
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search paradigms (Pierce et al., 2017). Because both studies sought to isolate the
attentional component of IOR by minimizing contributions from other systems, the
reduction in the N2pc component likely reflects the bias in attention away from the
previously attended location. Further, in the visual search study, there appeared to be a
gradient in the reduction in the N2pc (Pierce et al., 2017). When the target appeared at
the same location as the previous trial, the N2pc was the smallest. However, when the
target appeared within the same visual hemifield as the previous target, the N2pc was
also reduced, but to a lesser extent. IOR was also observed within a hemifield in this
study (Pierce et al., 2017). This gradient in the N2pc parallels what others have observed
in IOR behaviorally in visual search - as the distance from a previously attended location
increases, the amount of IOR decreases (Klein & MacInnes, 1999).
Distractor suppression, on the other hand, is thought to be reflected in the Pd
(distractor positivity) ERP component (Hickey et al., 2009). The Pd component is a
difference wave observed over posterior electrodes as a greater positivity contralateral to
a distractor stimulus (Hickey et al., 2009). This component appears to reflect active
suppression of the distractor stimulus, as it is modulated by distractor location but
unaffected by target location (Hickey et al., 2009). Although this has not yet been
examined in terms of IOR in visual search, the Pd component has provided evidence that
a salient, but irrelevant, pop-out distractor stimulus preceding a visual search array is
actively suppressed after it has captured attention (Sawaki & Luck, 2013). Behaviorally,
facilitation was observed when the search target and preceding pop-out distractor shared
a location (Sawaki & Luck, 2013), but this was only true when the distractor shared the
target-defining feature (Mertes, Wascher, & Schneider, 2016). The observed facilitation
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may be the result of the relatively short SOA used or that a discrimination task was used
(Mertes et al., 2016; Sawaki & Luck, 2013) since the presence of IOR can depend both
on SOA and task (e.g., Lupiáñez, Martín-Arévalo, & Chica, 2013; Posner & Cohen,
1984; Prime, Visser, & Ward, 2006).
Here, to disentangle the influence of the salience and relevance of the preceding
item on IOR, as well as how these effects are modulated by task requirements, we
performed two variants of the task described in Chapter 2. The second stimulus display
was always a search display (just as in Chapter 2), but the first stimulus display could
vary such that the search target was preceded by another search display (replicating
Experiment 1 in Chapter 2), a salient pop-out target (salient and relevant), or a salient
pop-out distractor (i.e., salient and irrelevant -- should be ignored like a cue). Half of the
participants performed the localization task that we already know produces IOR in visual
search (Chapter 2, Pierce et al., 2017). The other half performed a discrimination task that
is common within the visual search literature (e.g., Hickey, Chelazzi, & Theeuwes, 2014;
Hickey, McDonald, & Theeuwes, 2006) but, based on the cue-target literature (Lupiáñez
et al., 2013; Prime et al., 2006), should eliminate behavioral indices of IOR.
We hypothesized that behaviorally, IOR should be observed across all three
conditions in the localization task because of a bias in attention, but should be largest
when the search target is preceded by a pop-out distractor because of the additional
distractor suppression component and smallest when the search target is preceded by a
pop-out target because of the additional priming component (Figure 4.1a). However, no
IOR should be observed in the discrimination task, and as such, the priming component
should produce a facilitation effect in the pop-out target condition (Figure 4.1a). Since we
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expect to find IOR in all conditions in the localization task, we also expect to observe
modulation of the N2pc for all three of these conditions. However, because of the
increased attentional inhibition from suppressing the salient distractor, this modulation
should be larger (Figure 4.1b) and accompanied by a Pd component (Figure 4.1c) in the
pop-out distractor condition only. No modulation of the N2pc is expected for the pop-out
target condition (or any other condition) in the discrimination task, as no IOR is expected
in this task (Figure 4.1b). Lastly, we expect that the priming component will produce P1
enhancements in all conditions except the pop-out distractor condition, since this is the
only condition in which the target color does not repeat (Figure 4.1d). However, we
expect that the salient nature of the pop-out target condition will produce larger priming
effects evidenced by a larger P1 enhancement than that in the search condition (Figure
4.1d).

Figure 4.1 Hypotheses for (a) IOR, (b) reductions of the N2pc, (c) the Pd component, and
(d) P1 enhancements.
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4.1 METHOD
The general methodology for Experiment 3 was based on the previous paradigm
used in Chapter 2 for Chapter 2 (Pierce et al., 2017). Participants performed either a
localization (Experiment 3a) or a perceptual discrimination task (Experiment 3b) based
on a color-defined target, while their brain activity was recorded via EEG.
4.1.1 PARTICIPANTS
Twenty-nine undergraduates participated in the localization task (Experiment 3a),
and 27 undergraduates participated in the perceptual discrimination task (Experiment 3b).
All participants were students at the University of South Carolina and were recruited
using the undergraduate subject pool (SONA) system. Only participants whose accuracy
was above 70% on average on the task were included in the analyses. Further,
participants whose data were identified as outliers, defined as response times that were
greater than 2 standard deviations away from the mean across multiple conditions, or
whose EEG data contained excessive eye-movement and/or blinking were also not
included in any analyses. These criteria excluded 5 participants in Experiment 3a and 4
participants in Experiment 3b 2. The remaining 24 (17 females, mean age = 20.14 years,
17 right-handed3) and 23 (20 females, mean age = 20.29 years, 21 right-handed)
participants in Experiments 3a and 3b, respectively, were used for all analyses. All
procedures for these experiments were approved by the University of South Carolina
institutional review board.

2
3

Over half of the excluded participants met multiple criteria for exclusion
Due to a technical error, demographic data from one participant was lost in Exp. 3a
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4.1.2 STIMULI
For both tasks, trials were made up of a pair of search displays, each containing a
gray (RGB = 140, 140, 140) fixation cross surrounded by a 2 x 2 array of colored discs
(each 2º in diameter; 4.2º to the left and right and 4.2º above and below fixation) that
each contained either a vertical or horizontal black (RGB = 0, 0, 0) line through the
center (see Figure 4.2). The orientation of the line was randomly determined throughout
the experiment. The discs could be any of the following colors: green (RGB = 0, 168, 0),
cyan (RGB = 0, 0, 232), purple (RGB = 181, 106, 255), magenta (RGB = 204, 0, 204),
yellow (RGB = 204, 102, 102), red (RGB = 0, 156, 156), and gray (RGB =143, 143,
143). One of these colors, excluding gray, was defined the target and another defined as
the salient distractor (see below). The remaining colors were all distractors. Target and
distractor colors were counterbalanced across participants.

Figure 4.2 (a) Typical trial sequence. (b) Location-repeat and location-change trial pairs.
(c) The three preceding search display conditions.
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Each search display was presented for 100 ms and then followed 400-600 ms later
by the brief presentation of the target color disc at fixation (100 ms) to reorient attention
back towards the center. After another 400-600 ms, the next search display was
presented, making the total ISI between the first and second search displays 900 - 1300
ms (see Figure 4.2a).
4.1.3 PROCEDURE
As in Chapter 2, the location of the target disc in the second search display was
manipulated relative to the location of the target (or the pop-out distractor, see below) in
the first search display for each trial. The location of the target in the second display
could be either repeated or changed along the vertical, horizontal, or diagonal axes,
relative to the location of the first target, which created four location conditions just as in
Chapter 2. However, for analysis purposes, the change-horizontal and change-diagonal
were collapsed into a single change-across hemifield condition (see Figure 4.2b) since
these conditions did not differ in Chapter 24. This was done to help simplify the analyses
for this experiment. As can be seen in Figure 4.2b, the change-vertical location trial type
was also renamed change-within hemifield for consistency in naming.
To examine the roles of distractor suppression and priming, the conditions of
interest in this experiment were created by manipulating the items in the first search
display in each trial. For all conditions, the items in the second search display were
always comprised of a target and three equally salient distractors. In 1/3 of the trials, the
preceding search display was another search array containing a target surrounded by three

The amount of IOR also did not differ between these two conditions in the present
experiment [Localization: all p-values > 0.104; Discrimination: all p-values > 0.533].
4
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equally salient distractors (i.e., search condition). This condition was included to try to
replicate the results of Chapter 2 in which both priming and IOR were observed (Pierce et
al., 2017). For 80% of the trials in the search condition, the target in the first display was
surrounded by equally salient distractor colors. For the remaining 20% of these trials, all
the discs in the first display were gray (i.e., no target present). As in Chapter 2, these
trials provided a neutral-location condition, which can be useful for examining attentional
aspects of IOR.
The other 2/3 of the trials comprised the two critical conditions (pop-out distractor
and pop-out target) in which distractor colors were replaced with less salient gray circles.
In the pop-out distractor condition, the first display contained a single differently-colored
salient distractor surrounded by all gray distractors. This condition was designed to tap
into a similar process of that in cueing paradigms, since the salient distractor will capture
participants’ attention but they must inhibit a response to it, similar to an irrelevant
peripheral cue. In the pop-out target condition, the first display contained the target and
all gray distractors, making the target much more salient than target in the search
condition trials. This condition was designed to better examine the effect of priming
without some of the other attentional factors that may be present in the control condition
in which the distractors are equally as salient as the target.
Participants’ responses were based on the color-defined target. In the localization
task, participants indicated the lateral location of the target-colored disc via a left or right
button press (i.e., identical to the task in Chapter 2). In the perceptual discrimination task,
participants indicated the orientation of the line inside the target-colored disc via a left or
right button press for horizontal or vertical, respectively. In both the localization and
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discrimination tasks, participants completed a total of 936 trials (i.e., 1872 search
displays).
4.1.4 ELECTROPHYSIOLOGICAL RECORDING & ANALYSIS
EEG data were collected using a customized 32-channel Brain Products ActiCAP
electrode cap with electrodes positioned at AF3, AFz, AF4, FC5, FC3, FC1, FCz, FC2,
FC4, FC6, CP5, CP3, CP1, CPz, CP2, CP4, CP6, PO11, PO9, PO7, PO3, POz, PO4,
PO8, PO10, PO12, I1, Iz, I2, IIz, M1 and M2. All EEG signals were referenced to the
right mastoid (M2). Lateral eye movements were recorded bipolarly using two electrodes
positioned lateral to the external canthi. Electrode impedances were kept below 20 kΩ.
All signals were recorded unfiltered in DC mode using the Brain Products ActiCHamp
amplifier, digitized at 500 Hz, and recorded using Brain Products PyCorder software (v.
1.6).
EEG preprocessing, artifact rejection, and ERP averaging was performed using
EEGLAB (Delorme & Makeig, 2004) and ERPLAB (Lopez-Calderon & Luck, 2014).
Just as in Chapter 2, the raw EEG signals were filtered with a bandpass of 0.01 - 30 Hz (3 dB point; -12 dB per octave). The EEG data were then segmented into 1000 ms epochs
beginning 200 ms prior to the onset of the of the second search display. Epochs then were
manually inspected, and trials with eye blink and eye movement artifacts were not used
for any further analyses.
Lateralized ERP waveforms were created by collapsing over the left and right
target locations and left and right recording hemispheres. For example, ERPs
contralateral to the target were computed by averaging the ERPs recorded over the right
scalp when the target (in the second display) was on the left with the ERPs recorded over
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the left scalp when the target was on the right. Separate averages were then created
contralateral and ipsilateral to each target location for each of the conditions (repeat,
change-vertical, change-horizontal, change-diagonal for each of the search, pop-out
distractor and pop-out target conditions). All ERP measurements were taken relative to a
100-ms pre-stimulus baseline period. For measuring the N2pc, P1, and Pd components,
electrodes PO3/PO4 were used in the localization task and electrodes PO7/PO8 were
used in the discrimination task. During data collection for the localization task, several
electrodes, including PO7/PO8, were wearing out. As such, the data from these electrodes
were very noisy, and thus, the ERP measurements for this task were taken at PO3/PO4
instead of PO7/PO85. The N2pc was measured from 225 – 275 ms, the P1 was measured
from 80 – 140 ms, and the Pd component was measured from 300 – 350 ms post-stimulus
onset in both tasks. Unless otherwise noted, the N2pc and P1 waveforms were timelocked to the onset of the second search display, and the Pd waveforms were time-locked
to the onset of the first (pop-out target or distractor) display.
4.2 RESULTS: OVERALL EFFECTS
The results of the analyses proposed to test the hypotheses detailed above
regarding overall task and condition effects are presented in the following sections,
separated by measure (reaction time, N2pc, Pd, and P1). Based on these findings,
additional analyses were performed to further explore the complex patterns across
conditions within each of the tasks. These additional analyses are presented below in
section 4.4.

PO7/PO8 are reported here for the discrimination task for consistency with the
literature, but PO3/PO4 were also examined in this task to ensure the patterns of effects at
those electrodes were equivalent.
5
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4.2.1 INHIBITION OF RETURN
To test my hypothesis regarding differences in the magnitude of IOR observed, a
2 (task: localize or discriminate) x 3 (preceding display: search, pop-out target, or popout distractor) ANOVA was conducted on IOR effects, calculated as the difference in
reaction times to repeat location minus change location trials (collapsed across changelocation trial types). This analysis showed that there was a greater amount of IOR overall
in the localization task compared to the discrimination task, as evidenced by the main
effect of task [F (1, 45) = 21.03, p < 0.001]. Specifically, when collapsed across the
different search types, there was an overall IOR effect in the localization task and an
overall facilitation effect in the discrimination task (Figure 4.3b). Additionally, a main
effect of preceding display [F (2, 90) = 9.27, p < 0.001], and subsequent post-hoc
analyses 6 showed that when collapsed across task, the pop-out distractor condition
resulted in more IOR than both the pop-out target and search conditions, with overall
facilitation observed in the search condition [all p-values < 0.017]. There also appeared to
be more facilitation overall in the search compared to the pop-out target condition, but
this comparison only approached significance, p = 0.061. Examination of Table 4.1
appears to show that these IOR and facilitation effects varied across search types
depending on the task, however, this interaction did not reach significance [F (2, 90) =
2.02, p = 0.139].
Although the interaction was not significant, a one-way ANOVA on IOR in the
localization task alone showed that a main effect of preceding display type approached

Fisher’s LSD was used for post-hoc analyses, as this is an appropriate post-hoc analysis
that can be used when there are only three conditions and a significant F-test is observed
(p. 392, Howell, 2010).
6
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significance [F (2, 46) = 2.88, p = 0.066], indicating that the magnitude of IOR varied
somewhat across the different search types. Subsequent Fisher’s LSD post-hoc analyses
showed that there was a larger IOR effect in the pop-out distractor and pop-out target
conditions compared to the search condition [p = 0.040 and p = 0.058, respectively, see
Figure 4.3b]. Although it was unexpected that there was more IOR observed in the popout target condition, observing more IOR in the pop-out distractor condition partially
supports my hypothesis that the largest amount of IOR would be observed when the
search display was preceded by a salient, but irrelevant, item (Figure 4.3a). Further, a
one-sample t-test on the pop-out target condition in the discrimination task also supported
my hypothesis (Figure 4.3) that a facilitation effect would be observed in this condition [t
(22) = -3.94, p = 0.001].

Figure 4.3 (a) Hypothesized IOR results. (b) Observed IOR results. IOR calculated as
Repeat – Change difference in reaction time.
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Table 4.1 Mean response times and IOR in both tasks
RT
M (SD)
Preceding Display

Localization Task
Repeat
Change (collapsed)
Repeat – Change Difference

Search
Display

Pop-out
Target

Pop-out
Distractor

383.50 (40.76)
382.06 (36.73)

386.74 (43.20)
376.98 (34.57)

384.19 (37.45)
373.26 (33.44)

1.44 (18.45)

9.76 (20.50)

10.93 (18.41)

Search
Display
Discrimination Task
Repeat
Change (collapsed)

525.95 (33.57)
543.47 (37.25)

Preceding Display
Pop-out
Pop-out
Target
Distractor
521.42 (31.97)
535.64 (37.61)

Repeat – Change Difference
-17.52 (17.49) -14.22 (17.32)
Note. For RT differences, positive numbers indicate IOR.

529.06 (46.06)
529.95 (39.21)
-0.89 (16.56)

4.2.2 THE N2PC COMPONENT
Similar to Chapter 2, one-sample t-tests were conducted on the contralateralminus-ipsilateral difference waveforms separately for each condition to determine
whether the N2pc component was present for each condition. As mentioned previously,
the change-horizontal and change-diagonal conditions were collapsed into a changeacross hemifield condition to simplify the analyses and reduce the number of tests.
First, t-tests were conducted comparing contralateral and ipsilateral waveforms in
each condition to determine if a significant N2pc component was present. There was
evidence that the N2pc was present for the repeat, change-within hemifield, and changeacross hemifield conditions in the discrimination task [all p-values < 0.008]. However, in
the localization task, the N2pc was present when the target’s location changed across the
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hemifield [all p-values < 0.004], and within the hemifield [all p-values < 0.036].
However, when the target’s location repeated, the N2pc was only significant when the
preceding display contained a pop-out distractor [t (23) = -3.45, p = 0.002]. The N2pc for
repeated trials preceded by a pop-out target approached significance [t (23) = -1.89, p =
0.071], and there was no evidence that the N2pc was present for repeated trials in the
search condition [t (23) = -1.19, p = 0.245]. See Table 4.2 for the mean N2pc amplitude
for each condition in both tasks. Figure 4.4 shows the contralateral – minus – ipsilateral
waveforms for all conditions for both tasks.

Table 4.2 Mean N2pc amplitude and N2pc reduction for both tasks
Reaction Time
M (SD)
Preceding Display

Localization Task
Repeat
Change (collapsed)
Repeat – Change Difference

Search
Display

Pop-out
Target

Pop-out
Distractor

-0.35 (1.46)
-0.94 (0.90)*

-0.49 (1.27) †
-0.81 (1.21)*

-0.75 (1.06)*
-0.72 (1.02)*

0.58 (1.33)

0.32 (0.98)

-0.03 (0.81)

Search
Display
Discrimination Task
Repeat
Change (collapsed)

-0.99 (1.43)*
-1.82 (1.54)*

Preceding Display
Pop-out
Pop-out
Target
Distractor
-1.36 (1.72)*
-1.73 (1.51)*

-1.46 (1.63)*
-1.56 (1.33)*

Repeat – Change Difference
0.83 (1.08)
0.37 (1.61)
0.09 (1.14)
Note. For N2pc differences, positive numbers indicate a smaller N2pc for Repeat trials.
*p < 0.05. †p < 0.07 for evidence that N2pc was present.
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Figure 4.4 (a, c) Contralateral-minus-ipsilateral waveforms (i.e., the N2pc) and (b, d)
N2pc amplitudes for each condition in the localization task (a, c) and in the
discrimination task (b, d).
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To test my hypotheses regarding the reduction of the N2pc component in the
different trial conditions, a 2 (task: localize or discriminate) x 3 (preceding-display: popout distractor, pop-out target, or search), mixed ANOVA was conducted on the repeatminus-change (collapsed) difference (i.e., the reduction of the N2pc, see Figure 4.5a).
This analysis revealed that the N2pc reduction did not vary by task [F (1, 45) = 0.55, p =
0.462] but that the N2pc reduction did vary depending on the preceding search display
type, as evidenced by the main effect of preceding display type [F (2, 90) = 3.57, p =
0.034]. Specifically, post-hoc analyses showed that, collapsed across task, the N2pc
reduction was larger when the preceding display was a search array than when it was a
pop-out distractor (see Figure 4.5), which does not support my hypothesis that there
would be a larger N2pc reduction in the pop-out distractor condition. In addition, my
hypothesis that there would be differences in how the N2pc was reduced across preceding
search display type and task condition was also not supported, as the search type by task
interaction was also not significant [F (2, 90) = 0.08, p = 0.923].

Figure 4.5 (a) Hypothesized results for the reduction in the N2pc. (b) Observed results for
the reduction in the N2pc. The N2pc reduction is calculated as Repeat – Change
difference.
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To test my hypothesis that there would be little to no reduction of the N2pc
component when the display was preceded by a pop-out target in the discrimination task
(since my IOR hypotheses were that no IOR/attentional bias should be observed in the
discrimination task, and potentially facilitation would be observed in the pop-out target
condition), t-tests were used to compare the N2pc reduction in the pop-out target
condition in the discrimination task to that each search type condition in the localization
task. There was no evidence to support my hypothesis, as the reduction in the N2pc did
not vary between the pop-out target condition in the discrimination task and any of the
search display type conditions in the localization task [all p-values > 0.287] (see Figure
4.5).
4.2.3 THE PD COMPONENT
To determine if the pop-out distractor was suppressed, the presence of the Pd
component in each condition was tested via one sample t-tests on the contralateral-minusipsilateral waveforms time-locked to the first search display. In the localization task,
there was no evidence that a Pd component was present for either the pop-out target [t
(23) = -0.75, p = 0.464] or the pop-out distractor [t (23) = -1.09, p = 0.286] conditions. In
fact, rather than a positive component, both mean amplitudes for the pop-out target [M =
-0.11, SD = 0.75] and pop-out distractor [M = -0.10, SD = 0.44] conditions were negative
as shown in Figure 4.6. A similar finding was also observed in the discrimination task, as
neither the pop-out target [t (22) = -0.36, p = 0.720] or the pop-out distractor [t (22) =
0.49, p = 0.632] elicited a significant Pd component. Although it was expected that a Pd
component would not be observed for the pop-out target display, it is surprising that no
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Pd component was observed in the pop-out distractor display. This will be discussed in
the discussion section after the additional analyses are presented.

Figure 4.6 (a) Hypothesized results for the Pd component. (b) Observed results for the Pd
component. The Pd component is calculated as the contralateral – ipsilateral waveform
difference.
4.2.4 THE P1 COMPONENT
Since Chapter 2 showed that the P1 component was enhanced in the repeat
location trials relative to the other change location conditions, the change location trial
types were collapsed into a single change-location condition for this analysis as well. The
P1 component in the repeat location trials was compared to that in the collapsed change
location trials for the search condition in the localization task via a paired samples t-test.
To test whether the P1 was enhanced for the other preceding search display conditions
(localize-pop-out distractor, localize-pop-out target, and discriminate-pop-out target), the
same analysis was also conducted in for these conditions.
There was no evidence that the P1 was enhanced in the repeat relative to the
change location trial types in the search [t (23) = 0.54, p = 0.592], pop-out target [t (23) =
-0.50, p = 0.619], or pop-out distractor [t (23) = 0.30, p = 0.770] conditions in the
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localization task. Similarly, there were also no differences in the P1 in the pop-out target
condition in the discrimination task [t (22) = 0.51, p = 0.614]. Figure 4.7 shows the P1
waveforms for these conditions.

Figure 4.7 P1 waveforms for each condition in the localization (a) and discrimination (b)
tasks.
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To examine my hypothesis that the P1 modulations would vary depending on the
trial type, a 2 (task: localize or discriminate) x 3 (preceding-display: search, pop-out
target, or pop-out distractor) mixed ANOVA was conducted on the P1 enhancement, as
calculated by subtracting the change from the repeat location waveforms (see Figure
4.8a). Since task was not expected to influence the P1 modulations, we expected to only
find a main effect of first-display, such that trials preceded by a pop-out target showed a
greater P1 enhancement than those preceded by another search or pop-out distractor
display. However, this was not the case, as there was no main effect of preceding display
type [F (2, 90) = 1.08, p = 0.344]. Additionally, neither the main effect of task [F (1, 45)
< 0.01, p = 0.958] or the preceding display type by task interaction [F (2, 90) = 1.71, p =
0.187] was significant. These results indicate that there were no differences in the P1
component between the repeat and change location trials, regardless of the task or
preceding search display, as can be seen in Figure 4.8.

Figure 4.8 (a) Hypothesized results for the P1 enhancement. (b) Observed results for the
P1 enhancement. The P1 enhancement is calculated as Repeat – Change difference.
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4.3 RESULTS: ADDITIONAL ANALYSES
The behavioral and N2pc analyses originally proposed have shown that although
my hypotheses regarding IOR were partially supported, my hypotheses regarding the
reduction of the N2pc were not. For example, IOR was observed in the localization task
and facilitation was observed in the discrimination task when collapsed across all search
display types, and overall the magnitude of IOR was larger in the pop-out distractor
condition relative to the search and pop-out target conditions, both of which partially
support my hypotheses about IOR. However, because there was no interaction between
task and search display type, my hypotheses were not fully supported. Regarding the
N2pc, not only did the N2pc reduction for each search display type not vary across task,
but when collapsed across both tasks, there was a smaller reduction when the preceding
display contained a pop-out distractor, which is the opposite of my original hypotheses.
However, these analyses were conducted on IOR and the Repeat-minus-Change
difference of the N2pc after collapsing across all the change location conditions, because
examining differences between the different change location trial types was not the
original intent of my proposal. However, visual inspection of Figure 4.9 suggests that the
effect observed can be influenced by whether the target is changing locations within or
across a hemifield. Thus, follow-up analyses were conducted to examine the response
patterns of the different change location trials in the different preceding search display
conditions.
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Figure 4.9 Repeat-minus-Change difference in RT for the localization (left panel) and
discrimination (right panel) tasks.
4.3.1 ADDITIONAL ANALYSES: LOCALIZATION TASK
As shown in Figure 4.9, it appears that relative to the change-across hemifield
location, the repeat location is slower (i.e. IOR), and the change-within hemifield location
is also slower for the search and pop-out target conditions. This suggests that the
inhibitory effect may spread throughout the previously attended hemifield. To examine
this possibility, one-way ANOVAs comparing response times across the three locations
for each preceding search display condition were conducted. For both the search and popout target conditions, response times varied across location [search: F (2, 46) = 24.08, p <
0.001; pop-out target: F (2, 46) = 17.71, p < 0.001]. As shown in Figure 4.10a, post-hoc
analyses confirmed that compared to the change-across hemifield trials, responses were
slower when the target’s location repeated [Fisher’s LSD: all p-values < 0.035] and when
it changed within a hemifield [all p < 0.001], suggesting that for these conditions IOR
was observed at the previously attended location and this inhibitory effect was also
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present at a different location within the previously attended hemifield. Further, a
facilitation effect like that observed in Chapter 2 was also observed for the search and
pop-out target conditions, as responses were faster in repeat compared to change-within
hemifield trials [all p < 0.009].

Figure 4.10 Reaction times (a) and N2pc amplitudes (b) for each condition in the
localization task. *p < 0.05. †p < 0.07.
When the search display was preceded by a pop-out distractor, responses also
varied across the different location changes [F (2, 46) = 3.76, p = 0.031] but in a different
manner than in the search and pop-out target conditions. Post-hoc analyses showed that
compared to the change-across hemifield trials, responses were slower when the target’s
location repeated [p = 0.019], but not when it changed within a hemifield [p = 0.669].
Additionally, no facilitation was observed in the pop-out distractor condition as in the
search and pop-out target conditions, but rather, responses were slower for repeat
compared to change-within hemifield trials [p = 0.025]. These results indicate that in the
localization task, IOR was observed at the previously attended location for the search,
pop-out target and pop-out distractor conditions, and this inhibitory effect spread
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throughout the previously attended hemifield, but only when the search was preceded by
another search or pop-out target display. In the pop-out distractor condition, IOR appears
to be limited to the previously attended location only.
Regarding the N2pc component in the localization task, a one-way ANOVA
indicated that the N2pc amplitude varied across location in the search condition [F (2, 46)
= 3.12, p = 0.054]. Although this also appears to be the case for the pop-out target
condition, this did not reach significance [F (2, 46) = 2.00, p = 0.147]. Post-hoc analyses
revealed that in the search condition, the N2pc in the repeat trials was reduced compared
to that in the change-within hemifield [p = 0.055] and change-across hemifield trials [p =
0.057]. For the pop-out target condition, a post-hoc analysis showed that the N2pc was
slightly reduced for the repeat compared to change-across hemifield trials, but this did not
reach significance [p = .079]. For the pop-out distractor condition, there were no
differences in the N2pc component [F (2, 46) = 0.082, p = 0.922].
Combined, this indicates that in the search condition and pop-out target
conditions, IOR is present not only at the previously attended location, but an inhibitory
effect also spreads throughout the previously attended hemifield. Further, in the search
condition IOR is accompanied by a reduction in the N2pc, reflecting a bias of attention
away from the previously attended location. There also appeared to be a trend for a
similar reduction in the N2pc in the pop-out target condition although it is important to
note that this did not reach significance (see Figure 4.10).
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Table 4.3 Mean response times and N2pc amplitudes for the localization task
RT
(ms)
M (SD)

Repeat Change
M (SD)

N2pc
(µV)
M (SD)

Repeat Change
M (SD)

383.50 (40.76)

___________

-0.35 (1.46)

___________

Change-Within

399.96 (38.66)

-16.46 (15.05)*

-0.95 (1.15)

0.59 (1.44) †

Change-Across

373.12 (37.34)

10.39 (22.69)*

-0.93 (0.98)

0.58 (1.42) †

386.74 (43.20)

___________

-0.49 (1.27)

___________

Change-Within

395.21 (39.50)

-8.47 (14.47)*

-0.61 (1.34)

0.12 (1.02)

Change-Across

367.87 (35.03)

18.87 (27.20)*

-0.91 (1.29)

0.43 (1.13) †

Pop-out Distractor
Repeat

384.19 (37.45)

___________

-0.75 (1.06)

___________

Change-Within

374.69 (38.60)

9.51 (19.42)*

-0.77 (1.27)

0.02 (0.98)

Change-Across

372.55 (33.55)

11.64 (22.65)*

-0.69 (1.03)

-0.05 (0.90)

Preceding Display
Search
Repeat

Pop-out Target
Repeat

Note. For RT differences, positive numbers indicate IOR. For N2pc differences, positive
numbers indicate a smaller N2pc for Repeat trials. *p < 0.05. †p < 0.07.
In contrast, the behavioral pattern and N2pc results in the pop-out distractor
condition were quite different from that observed in the search and pop-out target
conditions. IOR was limited to the previously attended location only, and this IOR effect
was observed despite the absence of modulation of the N2pc component. To further
explore why this may be the case, waveforms time-locked to pop-out distractor display
were examined. Although an N2pc, rather than a Pd, was observed for the pop-out
distractor, follow-up analyses comparing the N2pc component elicited by the pop-out
target and pop-out distractor show that there were differences in attention to these
displays. For this analysis, a one-way ANOVA was used to compare the N2pc elicited by
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the pop-out target display, by the pop-out distractor display, and by a search display that
was preceded by a neutral (all gray circles) display. The search display preceded by a
neutral display was used here as the neutral search condition because the N2pc elicited by
that search display should not contain any influence of an attentional bias due to the
preceding display (i.e., attention should have remained at the center during the neutral
display containing only gray discs, then, on the subsequent search display, no attentional
bias should exist). As can be seen in Figure 4.11a, the N2pc varied depending on the
condition [F (2, 46) = 5.59, p = 0.007] in the localization task. Post-hoc analyses showed
that the N2pc elicited by the pop-out distractor was much smaller than that elicited by the
pop-out target [p = 0.003], and it also appeared smaller than the N2pc in the neutralsearch condition, however this did not quite reach significance [p = 0.073]. The N2pc in
the neutral-search condition did not differ from that elicited by the pop-out target [ p =
0.182]. Although not shown here, a similar pattern for the N2pc was also observed in the
discrimination task [F (2, 44) = 10.54, p < 0.001], as the N2pc from the pop-out distractor
was smaller than the N2pc from both the pop-out target and the neutral-search condition
[all p-values < 0.013].
Based on the ERP waveforms time-locked to the first search display, it is clear
that there were differences in processing the search and pop-out target displays compared
to the pop-out distractor displays. Since the pop-out distractor display contained a salient,
but irrelevant item, it is possible that the reduced and delayed N2pc component to this
display reflects suppression of the pop-out distractor. One interesting question then is
whether this suppression had downstream effects on processing of the subsequent search
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display, which may be responsible for the different pattern of behavioral responses
observed.

Figure 4.11 (a) N2pc to preceding pop-out displays (blue solid and dotted lines) and to
search display preceded by a neutral display (solid gray line) in the localization task. (b)
Scalp topographies time-locked to the subsequent search display for each of the
preceding display conditions.
To help answer this question, scalp topographies time-locked to the second search
display (i.e., the same display is being compared across conditions) were examined. As
shown in Figure 4.11b, the second search display elicits an early frontal positivity when
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preceded by another search or pop-out target display. However, when preceded by a popout distractor, the subsequent search display elicits a frontal negativity. This polarity flip,
combined with the reduced and delayed N2pc elicited by the pop-out distractor display,
suggests that a different process underlies the behavioral effect (i.e., IOR) observed when
the search display is preceded by a salient, irrelevant item than when it is preceded by an
array containing the target.
4.3.2 ADDITIONAL ANALYSES: DISCRIMINATION TASK
The analyses presented earlier showed that overall no IOR was observed in the
discrimination task, and, in fact, overall facilitation was observed. However, visual
inspection of the responses across location in Figure 4.9 (right panel) suggests that the
pattern of responses may have varied by search display type. One-way ANOVAs
comparing responses across location were conducted for each preceding display
condition to explore this. In the search and pop-out target conditions, responses varied
across location [search: F (2, 44) = 11.66, p < 0.001; pop-out target: F (2, 44) = 10.10, p
< 0.001] (Figure 4.12a). Responses were faster when the target’s location repeated
compared to when it changed location within [all p-values < 0.002] or across a hemifield
[all p-values < 0.003] in both the search and pop-out target conditions. In contrast, no
such facilitation effect was observed in the pop-out distractor condition [F (2, 44) = 2.49,
p = 0.095], although responses did appear faster for the change-within compared to the
change-across hemifield trials, but post-hoc analyses revealed that this did not quite reach
significance [p = 0.073].
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Figure 4.12 Reaction times (a) and N2pc amplitudes (b) for each condition in the
discrimination task. *p < 0.05. †p < 0.07.
Taken together, these results indicate that the overall behavioral pattern observed
when the search display is preceded by a pop-out distractor is quite different than when
preceded by pop-out target or another search display in a discrimination task. Although
no IOR was observed for any condition, large facilitation effects were observed at the
repeated location relative to both change locations only in the search and pop-out target
conditions. Despite the absence of IOR, it appears that the N2pc may have still been
modulated in the discrimination task based on the waveforms presented in Figure 4.4b.
One-way ANOVAs were once again conducted to examine this possibility. As shown in
Figure 4.12b, this analysis revealed that N2pc amplitudes varied across the repeat and
change locations in the search [F (2, 44) = 12.36, p < 0.001] and pop-out target [F (2, 44)
= 4.12, p = 0.023] conditions, but not in the pop-out distractor condition [F (2, 44) =
1.35, p = 0.270]. Post-hoc analyses confirmed that the N2pc was reduced for the repeat
and change-within hemifield trials relative to the change-across hemifield trials in the
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search condition [all p-values < 0.001]. A similar pattern was observed in the pop-out
target condition, as the N2pc was smaller in the repeat compared to the change-across
hemifield condition, although this comparison only approached significance [p = 0.066].
In addition, the N2pc was also reduced for the change-within relative to the changeacross hemifield condition [p = 0.003] when preceded by a pop-out target. The N2pc did
not differ between the repeat and change-within hemifield trials for either the search [p =
0.400] or pop-out target [p = 0.502] conditions (Figure 4.12).
Table 4.4 Mean response times and N2pc amplitudes for the discrimination task
RT
(ms)
M (SD)

Repeat Change
M (SD)

N2pc
(µV)
M (SD)

Repeat Change
M (SD)

525.95 (33.57)

___________

-0.99 (1.43)

___________

Preceding Display
Search
Repeat
Change-Within

549.85 (43.51) -23.91 (24.23)*

-1.24 (1.56)

0.24 (1.36)

Change-Across

540.28 (37.09) -14.33 (20.14)*

-2.11 (1.62)

1.12 (1.06)*

521.42 (31.97)

-1.36 (1.72)

___________

Pop-out Target
Repeat

___________

Change-Within

538.82 (38.56) -17.40 (23.45)*

-1.10 (1.80)

-0.26 (1.80)

Change-Across

534.05 (38.39) -12.63 (16.42)*

-2.04 (1.55)

0.68 (1.69) †

Pop-out Distractor
Repeat

529.06 (46.06)

___________

-1.46 (1.63)

___________

Change-Within

522.16 (42.36)

6.90 (25.57)

-1.23 (1.65)

-0.24 (1.70)

Change-Across

533.85 (41.27)

-4.79 (19.47)

-1.72 (1.42)

0.26 (1.10)

Note. For RT differences, positive numbers indicate IOR. For N2pc differences, positive
numbers indicate a smaller N2pc for Repeat trials. *p < 0.05. †p < 0.07.
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Although overall facilitation was observed in the discrimination task, the N2pc
was reduced for both the repeat and change-within hemifield trials relative to the changeacross hemifield trials in the search and pop-out target conditions. This suggests,
counterintuitively, that although there is no evidence of IOR, there was an attentional bias
away from the previously attended location and the previously attended hemifield. If
attention was biased away from returning to these locations, it is initially unclear why a
facilitation effect at the repeat location would be observed.
However, one reason this may be the case could be due to a response-related
interaction. A recently published study found that during visual search tasks requiring a
discrimination judgment, positive spatial priming effects (i.e., facilitation) depended on
response repetition (Hilchey, Leber, & Pratt, 2018). Thus, it may be that the process
underlying the facilitation effects observed when responses are repeated overlaps with the
underlying attentional bias, which may then be masking the behavioral inhibitory effect.
This hypothesis cannot be explored in the localization task because response
repetition cannot be disentangled from location repetition (i.e., when the response
repeated the location also repeated). However, this hypothesis can be examined in the
discrimination task because the horizontal and vertical line orientations for the target
were randomly selected on each trial, which means that the location of the target could
either repeat or change independent of the required response. To further explore this
notion, additional analyses examining response effects were conducted on the reaction
time and N2pc data in the discrimination task.
A 2 (response: repeat, change) x 3 (location: repeat, change-within, changeacross) ANOVA on reaction time and N2pc amplitude was conducted for each preceding
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search display condition separately to examine if response type interacted with location
type. When the search display was preceded by another search array or pop-out target
display, the pattern of reaction times across locations varied by response type, as
indicated by the significant response x location interactions [F (2, 44) = 40.12, p < 0.001
and F (2, 44) = 52.11, p < 0.001, respectively]. This interaction did not reach significance
for the pop-out distractor condition [F (2, 44) = 2.54, p = 0.090].
Since the response by location interactions were significant for the search and
pop-out target conditions, separate ANOVAs were conducted for trials in these
conditions in which the response repeated and for those in which the response changed
(independent of location repetition/change). In both conditions, a main effect of location
[search: F (2, 44) = 31.85, p < 0.001; pop-out target: F (2, 44) = 43.62, p < 0.001]
indicated that when responses repeated, responses to repeat-location trials were faster
than those to change-across and change-within hemifield trials [Fisher’s LSD: all pvalues < 0.001]. However, when the responses changed from the preceding trial, a main
effect of location [search: F (2, 44) = 10.69, p < 0.001; pop-out target: F (2, 44) = 23.07,
p < 0.001] revealed that responses were slower to repeat-location and change-within
hemifield trials than to change-across hemifield trials [Fisher’s LSD: all p-values <
0.029], indicating that IOR and hemifield-wide IOR were present in these conditions. See
Figure 4.13 for the results split by response repetition. Table 4.5 shows the reaction time
differences (i.e., IOR and facilitation effects) between location conditions split by
response.
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Figure 4.13 (a) Mean reaction time (top) and N2pc amplitude (bottom) for each preceding
search display type split by response repetition. *p < 0.05. (b) N2pc collapsed across
repeated and changed responses.
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Table 4.5 Mean RT differences split by response in the discrimination task
RT Difference
M (SD)

Response Repeated

Repeat –
Change-Within
(Facilitation)

Repeat –
Change-Across
(Facilitation)

Change-Within –
Change-Across

-57.59 (36.73)
-59.81 (38.83)

-53.68 (35.37)
-61.51 (35.83)

3.91 (43.45)
-1.70 (33.02)

-0.64 (49.74)
Repeat –
Change-Within

-18.55 (39.01)
Repeat –
Change-Across
(IOR)

-17.90 (53.35)
Change-Across –
Change-Within
(Hemifield-IOR)

Preceding Search Display
Search Display
Pop-Out Target
Pop-Out Distractor

Response Changed
Preceding Search Display

Search Display
9.78 (30.73)
25.02 (22.61)
15.24 (24.42)
Pop-Out Target
25.01 (28.04)
36.26 (27.26)
11.25 (23.03)
Pop-Out Distractor
14.44 (23.43)
8.97 (31.29)
-5.47 (24.76)
Note. For RT differences, positive numbers indicate IOR, and negative numbers indicate
facilitation.
Separate 2 (response: repeat, change) x 3 (location: repeat, change-within,
change-across) ANOVAs on N2pc amplitude revealed that for the search and pop-out
target conditions, the N2pc varied across location overall [search: F (2, 44) = 12.36, p <
0.001; pop-out target: F (2, 44) = 4.12, p = 0.023], but that there was no significant
location x response interaction [search: F (2, 44) = 0.25, p = 0.781; pop-out target: F (2,
44) = 1.36, p = 0.266]. Post-hoc analyses revealed that for the search condition, the N2pc
was reduced for both the repeat-location trials and change-within hemifield trials relative
to the change-across hemifield trials [all p-values < 0.001]. For the pop-out target
condition, the N2pc was also smaller for the repeat-location compared to the changeacross hemifield trials, although this comparison only approached significance [p =
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0.066]. The N2pc in this condition was also reduced for the change-within compared to
the change-across hemifield trials [p = 0.003]. There was no location [F (2, 44) = 1.35, p
= 0.270] nor location x response interaction [F (2, 44) = 0.48, p = 0.623] for the pop-out
distractor condition. Further, there was no main effect of response for any of the three
search display conditions [search: F (1, 22) = 0.02, p = 0.894; pop-out target: F (1, 22) =
0.21, p = 0.649; pop-out distractor: F (1, 22) = 2.63, p = 0.119]. As can be seen in Figure
4.13, the lack of a significant interaction combined with the significant main effect of
location in the search and pop-out target conditions indicates that the N2pc was reduced
for the previously attended location and previously attended hemifield independent of
response repetition in these conditions. This indicates that although response repetition
resulted in facilitation, the underlying attentional bias that has been previously associated
with IOR (McDonald et al., 2009; Pierce et al., 2017) was present regardless of whether
the response repeated or changed. This also suggests that the process underlying this
facilitation overlaps with the attentional bias.
4.4 DISCUSSION
Using a modified version of the search paradigm from Chapter 2, these
experiments were designed to examine the processes that contribute to the IOR effect
observed during visual search. Specifically, the first goal of these experiments was to
further examine the priming effect observed in Chapter 2 by including conditions in
which the second search array was preceded by a display containing a pop-out target. The
second goal of these experiments was to try to bridge the gap between IOR observed
during traditional cue-target paradigms and that observed during visual search by
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including conditions in a salient, but irrelevant item preceded the search display that
contained the target (analogous to a cue in cue-target paradigms).
For the priming effect, my hypothesis that the salient nature of the pop-out target
would produce larger priming and an accompanying P1 enhancement, was only partially
supported (see Figure 4.14d), as no P1 enhancements were observed for this condition in
either task. Since the localization task in the present experiment was almost identical to
that used in Chapter 2, in which a P1 enhancement was observed, it is somewhat unclear
why this effect was not replicated here. However, there was one difference between the
stimuli used in Chapter 2 and that used in the current experiment. In the present study, the
colored discs contained either horizontally- or vertically-oriented lines through the center
of the disc. These lines were included for the discrimination task, but were also included
on the disc stimuli in the localization task so that the stimuli were identical in both tasks.
It is possible that no priming-related P1 enhancement was observed in the localization
task here because the sometimes the repeated stimuli were not identical (e.g., target disc
containing a horizontally-oriented line followed by a target disc containing a verticallyoriented line). In line with this notion, a previous study of feature- and object-based
priming effects found that when a single feature of an object can vary, priming effects
were only observed when both features repeated (Kristjánsson, Ingvarsdöttir, &
Teitsdöttir, 2008). This suggests that varying a single feature (i.e., line orientation) on a
two-feature object (i.e., target disc with vertical line) likely leads to object-based priming,
wherein both features of the object must be repeated to observe the effect. Thus, it is
possible that no priming was observed in this study because orientation of the line on the
target disc varied from trial to trial.
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Figure 4.14 Visual depiction of original hypotheses (left) and observed results (right) for
each measure (a – d).
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As mentioned above, the second goal of these experiments was to examine how
IOR is influenced when search is preceded by a salient irrelevant item (i.e., pop-out
distractor condition) in both a localization and discrimination task. Although we
hypothesized that suppressing the pop-out distractor would result in a greater amount of
IOR, and that this additional attentional suppression would result in a greater reduction in
the N2pc component, these hypotheses were only partially supported (see Figure 4.14a
and b). Additionally, my hypotheses regarding the Pd component were not supported, as
no Pd component was observed for the pop-out distractor display (Figure 4.14c).
However, my hypotheses were originally intended to examine differences across the
preceding display and task, regardless of the change location. When the reaction time and
N2pc data were analyzed across the different change-location conditions, differences in
the pattern of responses between the pop-out distractor condition and the search and popout target conditions were observed. Moreover, these additional analyses revealed that
IOR and modulation of the N2pc can be observed in a discrimination task under certain
conditions and that the primary determinant of the response patterns is whether the
preceding display contained a target or a salient distractor.
Similar to Chapter 2, when patterns across change-locations were analyzed, a
hemifield-wide IOR effect was observed. When the search display was preceded by
another search array or a pop-out target, IOR was observed at the previously attended
location, and this inhibitory effect spread throughout the previously attended hemifield
(i.e., change-within slower than change-across) in both the localization and
discrimination tasks. However, these effects were only apparent in the discrimination task
when response repetition was considered. The hemifield-wide IOR effect suggests that
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the gradient of IOR within visual search tends to obey hemispheric boundaries. One
possible explanation proposed for the effect in Chapter 2 was that the nature of the
localization task (left/right judgment) caused perceptual grouping of the stimuli, possibly
resulting in the formation of different feature maps for the two groups (Treisman, 1982).
Coupled with the absence of an effect of perceptual grouping in Chapter 3, however, the
presence of hemifield-wide IOR in the discrimination task in the present study rules out
this possibility because the line orientation judgment was independent of the location of
the stimuli in the search array.
These hemifield effects are unlike the spatial gradients of IOR typically observed
in cueing studies, in which inhibition decreases as distance from the cued location
increases (e.g., Bennett & Pratt, 2001). Two possible reasons for this difference may be
that the gradient of IOR in cueing studies arises because of differences in sensory
stimulation at the cued compared to uncued location or because a response to the
irrelevant cue is inhibited. In the present study, the pop-out distractor condition provided
a sensory-balanced “cueing” condition in which a response to a salient, irrelevant item
was inhibited, and no hemifield-wide IOR was observed in this condition. This suggests
that the graded distribution of inhibition observed in cueing studies may arise from
contributions from nonattentional processes, such as response inhibition, and that the
gradient of attentional inhibition observed in visual search obeys hemispheric boundaries.
There was also an IOR-related bias of attention, as evidenced by a reduction in
the N2pc component for the repeat location in the search and pop-out target conditions.
This reduction of the N2pc in both the search and pop-out target conditions replicates and
extends the findings from Chapter 2. These results suggest that when attention was
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initially shifted to a target location, attention is subsequently biased away from returning
to that location. In the discrimination task, the reduction in the N2pc was present for both
the repeat and change-within hemifield trials, suggesting that the attentional bias spread
throughout the previously attended hemifield. However, this was not the case for the
localization task, as the N2pc was reduced only in the repeat location trials. It is unclear
why the reduction in the N2pc only spread throughout the hemifield in the discrimination
task, but this result is consistent with the findings from Chapter 2 in which the N2pc was
reduced only for the repeat location trials. It is possible that the increased attentional
demands in the discrimination task influenced the spatial distribution of the attentional
bias. No IOR effect (or related attentional bias) was originally expected in the
discrimination task based on behavioral studies of IOR (Lupiáñez et al., 2013; Prime et
al., 2006), so future research further examining the spatial distribution of this attentional
bias in discrimination tasks is needed.
In addition to an attentional bias in the search and pop-out target conditions, an
overlapping response-related process was also found in the discrimination task. The
additional analyses showed that response repetition could mask the IOR effect, but that
the attentional bias indexed by the reduction of the N2pc component was independent of
this response related process. The facilitation observed when the response repeated is
consistent with the findings from a recently published study in which positive spatial
priming effects were dependent on response repetition (Hilchey et al., 2018). In that
study, positive spatial priming effects (i.e., faster responses at repeated compared to
changed locations) were either reduced or eliminated when the response changed
compared to when the response repeated (Hilchey et al., 2018). However, not all the
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positive spatial priming effects examined in that study were accounted for by response
repetition (Hilchey et al. 2018). When eye movements were used to dissociate retinotopic
and spatiotopic frames of reference, positive spatial priming was unaffected by response
repetition in the spatiotopic centered frame of reference (Hilchey et al., 2018), suggesting
that this response-related process is just one of the processes underlying the overall
positive spatial priming effects observed (Hilchey et al., 2018). A similar conclusion can
be drawn for the results in the present study. Here, the behavioral effect was dependent
on response repetition, but the N2pc was modulated independent of response repetition,
suggesting that this response-related process appears to be an overlapping process present
in addition to the IOR-related attentional bias in the search and pop-out target conditions.
In the pop-out distractor condition, which was designed to be analogous to a cuetarget paradigm, a different pattern of results emerged. When the search array was
preceded by a pop-out distractor, IOR was observed at the previously attended location
only, as no inhibitory effect was observed at the change-within location in this condition.
Further, no IOR was observed in the discrimination task when the search display was
preceded by a pop-out distractor. Both these findings are consistent with the IOR effects
observed in cue-target paradigms (Bennett & Pratt, 2001; Lupiáñez et al., 2013; Prime et
al., 2006). As mentioned earlier, cueing studies typically show that IOR spreads evenly
around the cued location, and decreases in a graded fashion as the distance from the cue
increases (Bennett & Pratt, 2001). In other words, most IOR studies using cue-target
paradigms do not find hemifield-based gradient effects, just as none were observed here
in the pop-out distractor condition. Additionally, the absence of IOR in the discrimination
task is also consistent with several cue-target studies (e.g., Lupiáñez et al., 2013; Prime et
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al., 2006) in which IOR is only observed in detection and localization tasks, but not in
discrimination tasks. Furthermore, although IOR was observed in the pop-out distractor
condition in the localization task, there was no evidence of the attentional bias that was
observed in the search and pop-out target conditions (i.e., no modulation of the N2pc
component). This suggests that the process underlying IOR observed in cue-target
paradigms is not the same attentional bias previously associated with IOR in target-target
(McDonald et al., 2009) and visual search paradigms (Pierce et al., 2017; present study –
search and pop-out target conditions in the localization and discrimination tasks).
When the ERP waveforms time-locked to the pop-out distractor display were
examined, no Pd component was observed. Since the Pd has been linked to distractor
suppression (Gaspelin, Leonard, & Luck, 2015; Hickey et al., 2009; McDonald, Green,
Jannati, & Di Lollo, 2013), it was initially surprising that no Pd was observed for the
pop-out distractor conditions. In most studies in which the Pd is observed, however, the
salient distractor is never presented without a target (e.g., Gaspelin et al., 2015; Hickey et
al., 2009; McDonald et al., 2013). Typically, in these studies, half of the trials contain no
salient distractor and the other half contain the salient distractor, but importantly, all trials
contain the target. In the present study, the pop-out distractor display was a salient
colored disc always surrounded by all gray non-target discs. This means that the pop-out
distractor stimulus was never in competition with a target stimulus for attention. This
design was intentional, as the purpose of these experiments was to create a condition
analogous to cueing, in which the salient, irrelevant item is presented prior to the target
(and is not in competition with the target). In line with this explanation, one study
directly compared the Pd component during conditions with and without a target present
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and found that the Pd component was not present when the distractor was presented
without a target (Hilimire, Hickey, & Corballis, 2012). This finding was interpreted as
indicating that the Pd component reflects a type of distractor suppression that is only
engaged during target resolution (Hilimire et al., 2012). Thus, it is possible that this type
of distractor suppression was not observed in the present study because there was no
competition or target resolution necessary when viewing the pop-out distractor display.
Although no Pd component was observed to the pop-out distractor display, the
N2pc component elicited by this display was both reduced and delayed. The reduction in
the N2pc amplitude suggests that the salient distractor captured attention on fewer trials
than the salient target did. The delay of the N2pc component suggests that when attention
was captured by the salient distractor, it occurred later than when attention was captured
by the salient target. Previous studies have found that irrelevant singletons do capture
attention, and elicit an N2pc (Eimer & Kiss, 2010). However, top-down modulations
based on task set can result in a smaller and delayed N2pc to the irrelevant singleton
when compared to that elicited by relevant singletons (Eimer & Kiss, 2010). Since the
pop-out distractor color was the same color throughout the task for any given participant
in the present study, it is possible that throughout the task, some type of top-down
proactive suppression began to influence attentional capture by the pop-out distractor as
participants learned the color of the salient, but irrelevant item. This could have resulted
in down-weighting of the signal for the pop-out distractor’s feature, causing both reduced
and delayed capture (as reflected by the N2pc). This is in line with the signal suppression
theory of attentional capture, which posits that a strong bottom-up salience signal is
produced by salient stimuli, but that this signal can be suppressed by top-down
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processing (Gaspelin & Luck, 2018; Sawaki & Luck, 2010). Thus, it is possible that some
form of suppression of the pop-out distractor occurred during the task, just not the form
of distractor suppression associated with the Pd component.
Following the pop-out distractor display, an earlier negativity over frontal
electrodes was observed for the subsequent search display. However, this frontal activity
flipped polarity when it was preceded by a pop-out target (or another search display).
Importantly, the only difference between conditions for the scalp topographies was
whether the preceding display contained a salient target or distractor. This means that the
differences in scalp topographies observed were not the result of differences in perceptual
or motor processes elicited by the subsequent displays but rather the result of the
differential processing of the preceding display containing a salient distractor or a target
(i.e., suppression or selection). Combined with the observation of IOR in the localization
task without any corresponding modulation of the N2pc, this unique frontal negativity
suggests that the slowing of reaction time observed in the pop-out distractor condition
resulted from a different underlying process than that in the search and pop-out target
conditions.
This conclusion is consistent with previous suggestions that multiple mechanisms
may underlie IOR, particularly when considering IOR observed in visual search
compared to that observed in cue-target paradigms (Fecteau & Munoz, 2003). For
example, in a cue-target paradigm, the target-related response of neurons in the superior
colliculus has been shown to be attenuated when the target appears at the cued relative to
the uncued location (Dorris, Klein, Everling, & Munoz, 2002). However, in another
single cell recording study using a visual search paradigm, IOR was related to delayed
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neuronal discrimination in the frontal eye fields (FEF) (Bichot, & Schall, 2002). Based on
the difference in the neurophysiological effects observed for cue-target and visual search
paradigms (reduced target-related activity and delayed target discrimination,
respectively), it has been suggested that different neurophysiological mechanisms
underlie IOR in these two paradigms (Fecteau & Munoz, 2003). The results in the
localization task support this claim, as IOR is observed in both the visual search and cuelike conditions, but the scalp topographies suggest different underlying neural
mechanisms.
Based on the results from the present study, it is clear that multiple processes are
contributing to the IOR effect. The inhibitory effect can arise from attention being biased
away from returning to the previously attended location or from some type of suppression
process, depending on the preceding display that elicited the initial shift of attention.
Further, in discrimination tasks IOR can also be masked by other processes, such as
response repetition. Thus, it appears the processes underlying the IOR effect depend on
the task demands and paradigm (i.e., visual search, cue-target) used.
There have been many debates in the literature over the past 30 years regarding
what single mechanism underlies the IOR effect. Motor (Coward, Poliakoff, O’Boyle, &
Lowe, 2004), oculomotor (Hilchey, Klein, & Satel, 2014; Taylor & Klein, 2000), sensory
/ perceptual (Berlucchi, 2006), and attentional (McDonald et al., 2009; Posner et al.,
1985) processes have all been proposed as the underlying mechanism. However, based on
these results, it appears that there are multiple mechanisms involved in the generation of
IOR, and that the specific processes (attentional, motor, oculomotor, etc.) being tapped
into for any given paradigm largely depend on the specifics of the stimulus and task
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parameters of that paradigm. Understanding the specific contributions of these different
processes will require continued research in this vein. For example, future research could
focus on exploring motor or oculomotor related processes by investigating the response
repetition effects observed here, using motor-related ERPs, such as the lateralized
readiness potential (LRP; Eimer, 1998) or by investigating contributions of the
oculomotor system during overt, rather than covert, search. Although much more
research is needed to delineate the all of the processes involved, the present study
provides a good first step towards disentangling the different processes contributing to
the IOR effect.
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CHAPTER 5
GENERAL DISCUSSION
The goal of the experiments presented here was not only to examine the processes
underlying the IOR effect within visual search, but also to try to bridge the gap between
the traditional cueing-based literature on IOR and visual search – the alleged functional
purpose IOR is thought to serve. Up until this point, there have been very few studies on
IOR in visual search paradigms, and the few that exist have found conflicting results
(Klein, 1988; Müller & von Mühlenen, 2000; Takeda & Yagi, 2000; Wolfe & Pokorny,
1990). More importantly, because the substantial differences between visual search
paradigms and cueing paradigms may have resulted in various processing differences
(e.g., attentional, motor, etc.), the slowing of response times observed (i.e., IOR) may not
have necessarily arisen from the same underlying mechanism(s). Thus, the experiments
presented here used both behavioral and electrophysiological measures to explore the
response patterns and processes underlying IOR in visual search, and subsequently
examined those patterns and processes in cueing-like situations. The results demonstrated
that the IOR effect observed in cueing studies does not appear to result from the same
processes as the IOR effect observed in visual search.
We first established the behavioral pattern of responses (i.e., IOR and hemifieldwide IOR) in our visual search paradigm and related the IOR effect to an attentional bias
away from the previously attended location (Chapter 2). Based on the behavioral
evidence in the existing cueing literature and the premise that the IOR effect observed in
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cueing serves to facilitate efficient visual search, we formed hypotheses about what
behavioral effects should be observed and how the IOR-related attentional bias should be
affected in a cueing situation. In the cueing literature, several studies have shown that
IOR is observed in detection and localization tasks, but not discrimination tasks
(Lupiáñez et al., 2013; Prime et al., 2006). Thus, one of the main factors we hypothesized
would influence the IOR effect and the associated attentional bias was task. While our
behavioral hypotheses were mostly correct, our hypotheses about the attentional bias
indexed by the N2pc component were entirely incorrect.
Our results showed that the behavioral pattern of IOR, including the hemifield
effect, and the associated attentional bias was present when the search was preceded by a
display containing a target, even in the discrimination task when response repetition was
accounted for. However, the spatial distribution of IOR changed, no attentional bias was
observed, and possible suppression-related processes were involved when a salient,
irrelevant distractor preceded the search. Further, no IOR effect was observed at all in the
pop-out distractor condition in the discrimination task, even when response repetition was
considered. Thus, whether the current target is preceded by another target or a salient
distractor (i.e., cueing) changes the spatial distribution of IOR and the underlying
processes involved in the generation of IOR.
Additionally, it is well established in the cueing literature that the spatial
distribution of the IOR effect tends to follow a graded pattern, in which the magnitude of
IOR is inversely related to the distance from the cued location (e.g., Bennett & Pratt,
2001; Pratt, Adam, & McAuliffe, 1998; Samuel & Weiner, 2001). The reason for the
discrepancy between our initial finding of a hemifield-wide IOR effect (Chapter 2) and
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the cueing literature was at first unclear. This hemifield-wide IOR effect does not appear
to be the result of participants attentional set, as it can occur when they make a left/right
localization judgment (Chapter 2), an implicit spatial discrimination that focuses attention
on the upper vs. lower visual fields (Chapter 3), or discriminate a feature of the target
(Chapter 4). However, an explanation for this discrepancy in the spatial distribution of
IOR between visual search and cueing became clearer once the electrophysiological data
were examined and the overlapping process of response repetition was considered. These
studies show that the primary determining factor influencing IOR and the underlying
processes was not in fact task, but rather whether the target was preceded by a salient, but
irrelevant distractor or another target (either in a search or pop-out search display).
From a theoretical perspective, there are several differences between visual search
and cueing. However, before discussing the theoretical underpinnings of the effect in
each paradigm, it is first important to understand the difference between a mechanism and
a consequence. The IOR effect, or the slowing of reaction times, is a consequence of the
processes elicited by the preceding display (regardless of what that display was). These
preceding processes can reveal the mechanism(s) of the IOR effect. The top panel of
Figure 5.1 shows a theoretical explanation of the consequence (i.e., IOR) as well as a
proposed theoretical framework for the mechanisms of IOR in each paradigm.
This theoretical framework proposes that the consequence, or the slowing of
reaction times (i.e., IOR), arises because the cued or previously searched location has a
reduced signal in the priority map, similar to some previous explanations of IOR (e.g.,
Fecteau & Munoz, 2003; Fecteau & Munoz, 2006). The priority map refers to a
theoretical mechanism of attentional selection, in which selection is guided by the
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strength of the signal of an item or location in the map (Fecteau & Munoz, 2006). Thus,
in terms of IOR, a location or item with a weaker signal would result in later selection
and, presumably, a slower reaction time. Supporting this notion, previous work has
shown that the IOR effect is associated with a weakening of the target-related signal in
the superior colliculus (Dorris et al., 2002).
Although a reduced signal in the priority map may explain why reaction times are
slower at the cued or previously searched location, it does not explain what mechanism(s)
led to the reduced signal in the priority map. This question can be answered by examining
the processes that occurred prior to the onset of the target. As shown in the top panel of
Figure 5.1, there are several differences between the first display in cueing and visual
search. In peripheral spatial cueing, a salient, but irrelevant peripheral cue abruptly
onsets, and this is followed by a target to which a response must be made. In visual
search, however, a target item must be found, and in covert tasks, some response must be
made regarding the target (e.g., its location, identity, etc.). In both situations, attention is
necessary, but how attention operates in these situations is likely very different. When an
irrelevant cue onsets, attention is captured to the location of the cue in an exogenous,
involuntary manner (Posner, 1980). However, when searching for a target among
distractors, particularly during a serial search in which the target does not “pop-out” from
the distractors, a more volitional shift of attention is necessary (Treisman & Gelade,
1980; Wolfe, 1994). Although it can be argued that detecting a target in a pop-out search
can be achieved preattentively and relies on bottom-up processing (Treisman & Gelade,
1980), search tasks that require the target item to be processed beyond detection, such as
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localization or discrimination tasks, would require more top-down attentional processing
(e.g., Bravo & Nakayama, 1992; Luck & Hillyard, 1995).

Figure 5.1 Proposed mechanisms leading to the IOR effect in cueing (a, c) and visual
search (b, d) paradigms are presented in blue and purple text.
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From a physiological perspective, different brain regions are also known to
support these different types of attentional deployment. While the superior colliculus has
been associated with exogenous shifts of attention (Robinson & Kertzman, 1995), the
frontal eye fields (FEF; Hopfinger et al., 2000; Ro et al., 1997) and posterior parietal
cortex (PPC; Hopf et al., 2000), including the superior parietal lobule (SPL; Serences &
Yantis, 2006), have been linked with internally-driven shifts of attention, particularly in
visual search (e.g., Buschman, & Miller, 2009; Corbetta, Shulman, Miezin, & Petersen,
1995). This distinction is also in line with studies of IOR in cueing and visual search
paradigms, in which different brain areas have been implicated in the different paradigms
(Bichot, & Schall, 2002; Dorris et al., 2002; Fecteau & Munoz, 2003). Specifically, the
IOR effect observed during cueing has been linked to attenuation of the target-related
signal of neurons in the superior colliculus (Dorris et al., 2002), whereas the IOR effect
observed during visual search has been linked to a delay in neuronal discrimination in
FEF (Bichot, & Schall, 2002).
Combined, this suggests that the distinction in how attention is operating during
cueing compared to visual search may provide an explanation for the different patterns of
responses observed between the pop-out distractor condition (i.e., cueing) and the search
/ pop-out target conditions (i.e., finding and responding to a target during visual search)
in the experiments presented here. It is important to note, however, that the distinction
between these aspects of attention (i.e., top-down / bottom-up) may not form a true
dichotomy (Awh, Belopolsky, & Theeuwes, 2012), and these aspects of attention likely
interact to jointly guide attention via a priority map derived from both top-down and
bottom-up influences (Fecteau, & Munoz, 2006).
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Further, as shown in the purple text in Figure 5.1, the initial deployment of
attention is not the only difference in the processes leading to slowed reaction times in
cueing compared to visual search. In covert cueing paradigms, other processes likely
follow the exogenous orienting of attention. For example, following the cue, attention
would then need to be reoriented back towards the center to optimally perform the task.
Additionally, some have suggested that a reflexive saccade (Ro, Farnè, & Chang, 2003)
and / or a manual response (Coward et al., 2004) to the cue must also be inhibited
following the cue. As shown in Figure 5.1c, these additional processes would involve
other brain areas. For example, the right temporo-parietal junction is involved in the
reorienting of attention (rTPJ; Corbetta & Shulman, 2002), and has been shown to be
involved in IOR in cueing paradigms (Lepsien & Pollmann, 2002). Saccade inhibition in
cueing paradigms is thought to occur via saccade planning in the opposite direction by
the FEF (Ro et al., 2003), and response inhibition has associated with activity in the
inferior frontal cortex (Aron, Robbins, & Poldrack, 2014). However, as shown in Figure
5.1d, the initial internally-driven shift of attention in a visual search paradigm would be
followed by different processes. These might include processes such as target selection,
response selection, and response execution, which involve other areas, such as regions of
occipito-temporal cortex (Hopf et al., 2000), dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (dorsolateral
PFC; Rowe, Toni, Josephs, Frackowiak, & Passingham, 2000; Schumacher &
D'Esposito, 2002), and motor cortex (Penfield & Boldrey, 1937), respectively. Thus, IOR
may reflect a reduced signal in the priority map in both cueing and visual search
paradigms, but the mechanisms that lead to this effect may vary depending on the
paradigm.
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In conclusion, the IOR effect observed in the cueing literature likely does not
reflect a mechanism that facilitates efficient visual search by “tagging” previously
attended locations, as the processes underlying the slowing of response times in cueing
are not the same processes that give rise to the IOR effect observed in visual search. That
is not to say that IOR cannot facilitate efficient visual search, just that the effect observed
in cueing paradigms does not result from the same underlying processes as the effect in
visual search. Thus, understanding the role that inhibition of attention and the IOR effect
play in visual search is unlikely to be informed by studying the IOR effect using cueing
tasks.
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